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UNOUtlook

Summer 1982

Inside Outlook:
Putting graduates to work
Meet the new president
More accreditations
, Report to investors
Alumni activities
Summer theatre

Shopping the job market
Placement and counseling services
help students make career choices

~~~~~.
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Sophomore Joe Treleven gets career planning advice from Dr. Larry Pfleger, center, and Richard
Murray. Pfleger Is a Counseling Center staff member
and Murray is assistant director of the Career Planning and Placement Center.

Walt Larson, right, director of the Career Planning
and Placement Center, helps many SCSU graduates find employment in their career fields. He's
been doing it for 15 years in a constantly changing job market.

to college graduates--and then came
When Walt Larson took charge of
the present slump. 1
SCSU's Placement Bureau in 1967,
college degrees and job offers--like
This is a difficult year for job
"go go" boots and mini-skirts, or
placement, Larson says, although
Sonny and Cher--just sort of went
most experts agree that there are
some bright spots: energy-related
together.
employment, occupations associated
" Every senior who wanted a job
found one, " Larson recalls. " Business, with computers and office equipment,
and some teaching positions.
industry--and especially schools
Ironically, after the "teacher glut" of
looking for new teachers--all recruited
the 1970s, some academic and
heavily at St. Cloud." That was the
year when representatives of 383
geographic areas are experiencing a
teacher shortage.
schools conducted interviews on the
campus .
It's no surprise that the job of
helping people find jobs has become a
But, like the boots and the Bonos,
big business. This year, Americans
the booming job market couldn't last.
will spend millions of dollars on
As Indochina heated up, America
wardrobes, books, seminars, therapy
shifted to a wartime economy. By the
and " job search " services in hopes of
early 1970s, there were not enough
getting a job, getting ahead , or getting
professional-level jobs available.
used to staying put (in spite of postCollege graduates across the country
burnout blues). Job-hunting books are
became shop clerks and taxi drivers.
crammed with advice , ranging from
" During the recession of 1974,
" Dress for Success" to " Guerilla
employment for both teachers and
Tactics in the Job Market. "
non-teachers was down," Larson
continues. A gradual upturn in the
SCSU students, too, --and in
economy for awhile looked promising
increasing numbers--are seeking
professional help in choosing and
getting a satisfying job--but without the
Cover photo: SCSU English major Au- hefty price tag. Life planning and
drey Atwell donned three outfits to career counseling services are
symbolize the transition from student available through some university
to graduate to career woman. Good offices without charge.
The two places where most SCSU
planning can make It happen smoothly
even In today's difficult job market. students seek help are the Career
Alwell is a senior from Roseville who Planning and Placement Center and
transferred from Hamllne University.
the Counseling Center. The Academic

Each student hopes to find a challenging and rewarding
job where skills learned in the classroom can be
applied. Although Treleven .is still three years from
graduation, the mass communications major from
Waukesha, Wisconsin, is already setting his goals.

Affairs Office and Housing Office also
provide a well-integrated program of
auxiliary services. And all four areas
join in coordinating annual events
such as a two-week-long Career
Awareness Program.

The Career Planning and
Placement Center, which Larson still
directs under its new name, helps as
many as 2,400 clients annually.
Although many students delay their
first visit until shortly before
.graduation, Larson and assistant
director Richard Murray maintain that
their office fulfills its mission best
when students use its resources
throughout their university years .
During initial visits, students may
use the center's library to learn more
about career choices. On file is
information about thousands of
business firms , educational instituti-

ons, governmental agencies, manufacturers, non-profit organizations,
internship possibilities, work-study
programs and overseas employment
opportunities.
Through printed materials, centersponsored workshops and individual
counseling sessions, students also
can learn how to analyze the job
market, prepare a resume and
interview successfully. Later visits
may include an actual job interview
with one or more of the many
recruiters who regularly visit SCSU.
" Our center is one of the best
offices of its kind in the country," says
Larson. " We have an excellent
reputation among recruiters. Our
physical facilities are the best in a fivestate area."
Over the years , SCSU has seen a
steady increase in the number of
visiting recruiters. In 1980, 163 firms
recruited at SCSU. They sent 222
recruiters, who conducted 2,442
interviews. In 1981, 266 recruiters
representing 183 firms conducted
2,926 interviews. By mid-April of this
year, about 136 recruiters from 90
firms had conducted more than
1,490 interviews.
The quality as well as the quantity
of recruiting firms is improving, Murray
says. For the first time this year, all
" Big Eight" accounting firms
interviewed SCSU students.
(continued, p. 2)
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Last words. If a professor had only one more lecture to give, what would
the students hear? SCSU students wondered about that so they invited ten
faculty members to participate in a "last lecture" series in the residence
halls last February. All members of the campus community were invited.
S<:>~ of ~he more intriguing lecture tit~es were: "Ours Isn't the Only Way, "
Wilham Lindgren (Interdisciplinary Studies); "Life on the Chicken Farm,"
Dr. John Murphy (Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work); "What Are
My Challenges? Who Are My Heroes?" Andrew Lawson (Educational
Change); "A Positive Approach to the Future," Dr. Gordon Mortrude
(Teacher Development); "How to Avoid Success Without Really Trying, "
Dr. Lawrence Sundby (Accounting) ; and "Professors Are People, Too," Dr.
Barry Schreiber (Criminal Justice Studies).

WELCOME
(Job market, continued)
Placement files, still one of the
mainstays of a placement office, are
the connecting link between available
employee and prospective employer.
The file contains a personal data
sheet for each student, supervisor
evaluations of student teaching or
internship experiences, recommendations from faculty members and
former employers, and a list of
university courses completed.
The file is provided to prospective
employers at the student's request,
with a guarantee that the file is mailed
within 24 hours after the center
receives a request.
There is an incentive for students to
open a file early. The service is free
before graduation; after graduation it
costs$25.
"Once the file is opened, the
graduate can reactive it annually,"
Larson explains. "SCSU now has
more than 33, 180 files dating all the
way back to an 1893 graduate."
Students get academic and career
counseling at the Counseling Center,
where professional advisers help
them evaluate their interests.,._abilities
and goals through personal interviews
and a variety of aptitude and
personality tests.
"Many students come here
expecting to take some sort of written
test which will tell them what job is
rightfor them," says Dr. Larry Pfleger,
a member of the center's staff who
specializes in career counseling. "But

if they are obviously unfocused in
what they want to do with their lives,
I'd rather do an in-depth interview.
Through interviewing, the student can
see how his or her talents relate to the
world of work and how many
seemingly diverse jobs have a
common base."

Undisturbed by the fact that nearly
half of SCSU's students at any given
time are undecided about their major
area of study, Pfleger says he
encourages students to be
"generalists" early in their university
preparation.
"Students should explore a variety
?f career options through courses,
internships and volunteer or part-time
job experiences, " he contends. "They
should be building a good base of
transferrable skills."
"Transferrable skills, " he says, are
capabilities which are valuable in a
wide range of occupations, allow for

SCSU CAREER INFORMATION NETWORK
I would like to help students seeking information about my career field.

ThHe are the areas where I am wllllng to provide assistance:

■

_ _ Developments and trends in my career field.
_ _ Knowledge of entry level positions in my career field.
_ _ Possible internship at the place where I work.
_ _ Contacts with hiring personnel.
_ _ Information about living expenses in my geographic region.
I _ am_am not available to visit the campus to talk to students.
l_am__am not available to talk to students where I work.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City.State, ZIP _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Homephone _ _ _ _ _~_Office phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Degree(s) and year(s) received _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title and place of employment _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Brief description of work assignment _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please mail the completed form to: career Planning and Placement Center, St. Cloud State
University, St. Cloud, MN 56301.
Or call In the Information to (612) 255-2151.
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rapid advancement and, if need
by, provide smooth transition
INTERVIEWING TODAY
from job to job. They include the
·
••
·
ability to read and write well ,
think critically, communicate
CARGILL
information effectively, design a
plan of action , set and reach
goals, organize time and work
MtNNESOTA MUTUAL
well with people.
" I encourage students to
develop as many of those skills
DONALOSON'S
as possible, whether in a
classroom or through a student
organization or co-curricular
activity, " Pfleger explains.
ABBOTT LABORATORIES
"During the last half of their
schooling, as well as on the job,
they can concentrate on
developing the specialized skills
their career choice demands. "
For those who want to preview
those specialized skills , the
Counseling Center has a
computerized inventory system
which provides background on
more than 1,800 occupations.
Supplied with continually-updated
national information, the Guidance
Information System (GIS) reports •
employment prospects, salary
ranges, required training and
abilities, advancement opportunities and employment tips
(how placement generally occurs , whether licensure is required and other helpful hints) .
A similar system , the Minnesota Career Information
System (MCIS) , contains
data on the 350 careers
which comprise about 90
percent of all employment
in Minnesota.
Both the GIS and MCIS
respond to programmed
personality, self-concept, conscious
inquiries in a conversaand unconscious needs and even
tional , easy-to-underaccident. "The purpose of career
stand style, producing
planning is to make accident play a
a computer printout which the student
less significant role," he says.
may keep for reference instead of
Pfleger believes that quality--a
simply displaying the information on a
combination of personality, selfvideo screen.
concept and hard work--transcends all
Established in 1976 throughout the
other factors in developing and
State University System, the
experiencing a gratifying, worthwhile
computerized job inventory is
career.
available through Minnesota Educa"In the final analysis, there is no
tional Computing Consortium.
substitute for quality--in a student or in
a prospective employee," he asserts.
While adding interest and
continually-updated information to
"The person who thinks things
career planning, the computerized
through, explores a variety of options,
systems are no substitute for personal
works hard and keeps the big picture
contact between counselor and
in mind will always be able to find
student, Pfleger points out. "Rarely
employment.
does a student sit down alone and talk
"That's why I'm always reluctant to
to the compu~er," he says. "Usually a
respond when students ask me where
staff member is there to help guide the
the 'hot' job areas are. The truth of the
process."
matter is that top-notch, well-rounded
Pfleger endorses the idea that
students will find a 'hot' market for
career choice is a process rather than
theirtalents in any field."
an event. "Career development is a
The role of the career counselor
series of stages, the first of which
parallels that of the university, he
occur in high school or even earlier,"
concludes. It is to help each student
he maintains. Pfleger recognizes that
attain his or her highest level of
the gradual process is influenced by
potential, promise and self-worth.

Bon voyage. Summer European tours
arranged through SCSU's Center for Continuing Studies are set for departure. Four
"Folklore and Fantasy" trips will feature
travel on the Continent and in the· British
Isles, including a stopover at a medieval
castle. "From Munich to Rome" will take
travelers to some of the Old World's great
museums, galleries and theatres. For information on SCSU-sponsored international tours, contact Continuing Studies,
(612) 255-3081.

Mac is back
Brendan McDonald returns
to serve as 17th president
"It was a strange way to get here, but
it's good to be back."
That was Dr. Brendan J.
McDonald's opening remark when he
returned to the campus in May for a
reception welcoming him as the
newly-appointed president of St.
Cloud State University. He will
assume the position August 1 .
McDonald was unanimously
selected for the presidency by the
State University Board at a special
meeting May 4 at the State Capitol in
St. Paul. The meeting was necessary
because the board's previous
appointee, Dr. Sung Won Son,
resigned the appointment less than
one month after he was chosen. The
Minneapolis bank executive and
economist cited "overwhelming family
considerations" for his resignation.
McDonald and Son were the two
finalists for the position interviewed by
the board on March 24. Both had been
recommended to the Board by a
campus/community search committee
after a nationwide search which
attracted more than 50 candidates.
The search began after President
Charles J. Graham resigned last year
to become president of Hamline
University in St. Paul. Dr. Lowell R.
"Ted" Gillett has been serving as
acting president.
For the past ten years McDonald
has been president of Kearney State
College, the largest of Nebraska's four
state colleges. During that time he has
served as executive director of the
Nebraska Art Collection and has been
president of the Central States
Intercollegiate Conference, Nebraska
Education Television Council for
Higher Education and Nebraska
Association of Colleges and
Universities. Currently, he is president
of the Council of Presidents of
Nebraska State Colleges and a
commissioner of the North Central
Association of Colleges and Schools.
McDonald is well-acquainted with
SCSU and the Minnesota State
University System, having been an
administrator at both St. Cloud and
Mankato. After receiving a B.S.
degree at SCSU in 1954 and an M.A.
degree at the University of Minnesota
in 1957, he was registrar, director of
admissions and coordinator of
computer services at SCSU from 1958
to 1965. In 1967, after receiving a
Ph.D. degree at Michigan State
University, he was appointed assistant
vice president for academic affairs at
Mankato State University. Four years
later he was named vice president of
administration and planning at SCSU.
In 1972, he assumed the presidency
at Kearney. In recognition of his
accomplishments in higher education
administration, McDonald received a
Distinguished Alumni Award from
SCSUin19n.

New pres-ident meets the press, shares his views
"I find the experience of being
appointed SCSU president exhilarating and gratifying, and I'm looking
forward to the challenge."
Brendan McDonald, frequently
called Mac by his friends, was eager
to respond to questions at a press
conference following his campus
reception in May.
"I hope I can develop a partnership
with faculty, staff and students as we
strive toward goals that will provide an
outstanding educational experience
for the students here," he commented.
"I look forward with considerable
optimism to developing and
enter the profession and to move
maintaining a university of very high
about within the profession today,
quality."
universities and university systems
Asked about the major problems
must look very carefully at ways to
facing SCSU, McDonald focused on
keep faculty members aware,
two that will demand much of his
informed and excited about what they
attention.
are doing," he explained.
"Economics is the number one
McDonald said he supports the
issue," he said. "Minnesota, like most notion of raising funds on behalf of the
states, is faced with serious economic university and will seek to enhance
problems. All institutions are going to relationships with alumni, community
have to adjust. But during that
members, parents of students and
adjustment period I hope that ~he best other constituent groups.
parts of the SCSU experience can be
Although McDonald sees no
retained and possibly enhanced."
difficulty in his transition from Kearney
The other problem he discussed is to St. Cloud, he is well aware that he
will have tough choices to make in his
what he called renewal of personnel.
new role.
"With the limited opportunities for
college and university personnel to
"Anyone sitting in the president's

McDonald and his wife, La Verne,
have two daughters, Brenda and
Judith. Mrs. McDonald also rs an
SCSU graduate and Judith is an
SCSU freshman. Brenda lives in
California.

Speakers to debate
opposing views on
hazardous waste
Central Minnesota includes thriving
small cities, industrial areas,
farmlands, lakes, forests, power
plants and the nation's mightiest river.
A conflict is intensifying between
technological advancement and
environmental protection.
How serious is the hazardous
waste problem? What can be done
about it? Can a balance be achieved
between economics and ecology,
between progress and protection?
These questions will be addressed
at a fourth annual Charles A.
Lindbergh Memorial Lecture scheduled for 9:30 a.m. until noon Tuesday,
June 22, in Stewart Hall Auditorium.
The free public program is part of a
series on Minnesota's quality of life,

which in recent years has focused on
energy problems, biomedical ethics
and Reaganomics.
"Hazardous Waste: Whose
Responsibility Is It?" is the theme for
the forum, which will feature four
speakers with opposing views. They
are: Anne Gorsuch, chief administrator for the federal Environmental
Protection Agency (or her
representative); State Senator Gene
Merriam, Coon Rapids, author of the
defeated Minnesota Super Fund Bill;
Robert Dunn, chairperson of the
Minnesota Waste Management
Board; and Russell Susag, director of
environmental operations for Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Company, St. Paul.
.
Preceding their presentations will
be an introduction by Dr. Arthur
Grachek, moderatQr, and an overview
of the hazardous waste problem by
Dr. John Carpenter. Grachek heads
SCSU's Speech Communication
Department and Carpenter chairs the
Chemistry Department. Members of
the audience will have an opportunity
to ask questions.
The Lindbergh lecture series is
coordinated by SCSU's Center for
Continuing Studies.

chair making decisions about
adjusting budgets or retaining
personnel must take the task very
seriously," he conceded. "Decisionmaking responsibility that affects the
lives of many other people is very
difficult whether you're new to the job
or have been in it a long time. I believe
I have had the kind of experience,
however, that can help me make
decisions that will be in the best
interests of the institution.
"I will operate my office with an
open door. I also plan to be out in the
vineyard, making contacts with
faculty, students, alumni and friends of
the university. It's going to be a very
exciting experience. August first can't
come too soon for me."

Dr. Lowell R. "Ted" GIiiett, SCSU's
acting president, has been appointed
president of Bemidji State University,
effective August 1. He was the unanimous choice of the State University
Board after Interviewing three flnallsts.
GIiiett has been dean of the School of
Graduate Studies at SCSU since 1967.
He also served as acting vice president
for academic affairs In 1975-76. Gillett
holds a B.A. degree from Gustavus
Adolphus College, an M.A. degree from
the University of Minnesota and an
Ed.O. degree from the University of
North Dakota.
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Book report. Dr. Edward Gambill, SCSU history
professor, has authored a book about the post-Civil
War Democratic party. Conservative Ordeal: Northern
Democrats and Reconstruction (Iowa State University
Press) relates the actions and reactions of the Democratic party during the early reconstruction period,
1865-68. Gambill collected materials for the book over
a ten-year period from documents, manuscripts and
newspapers in libraries across the country. Gambill
holds a bachelor's degree from St. Olaf College, a
master's degree from the University of Wisconsin and
a Ph.D. degree from the State University of Iowa. He
joined the SCSU faculty in 1966.

Sliver anniversary. The state's 25th annual
Institute on Aging is set for June 9-10 at SCSU.
Sponsored by the Minnesota ~ard on Aging
and SCSU's Center for Continuing Studies, the
program will focus on community care alternatives for frail elders. The institute is designed
for older persons, those who work with the
elderly and others interested in age-related
issues. Registration is $1 O with a $2 discount
for seniors. Advance registration is requested,
although participants may register on arrival.
For information, contact the Center for Continuing Studies, (612) 255-3081 .

Photo technology
program serves
needs of industry
A photofinishing service called "Risky
Prints" is one way students in SCSU's
photographic engineering technology
program are acquiring professionallevel skills. The student-run operation
processes color film for SCSU
students and faculty.
Students must be "computer
literate" to work in the photo lab,
according to Dr. Robert Ryan, SCSU
professor and chairperson of the
.,
Technology and Industrial Engineer.
ing Department, located in Headley
Hall.
"The whole laboratory is fully
automated," explains Ryan. " In fact,
we developed a system here in
computerized sensitometry that is now
Judith Zaczkowskl and James Lauer
standard in the industry."
check the quality of color photographs
Up-to-date photofinishing equipproduced by an automatic processor
ment has been donated by companies In SCSU's photographic engineering
such as Pako and Fuji which have an
technology laboratory. Zaczkowskl Is
interest in the education of
an Instructor In technology and Indusprofessional photofinishers. The
trial engineering and Lauer Is a senior
' companies also have established
from Albany majoring In photographic
engineering technology.
scholarship programs for deserving
students.
The first four-year photofinishing
curriculum in the country, SCSU's
program has no match anywhere
except at the Rochester Institute of
Technology in New York, which offers
a baccalaureate degree major.
Nationally, eight schools are preparing
•
photofinishers.
Professional actors and theatre
When the program was initiated in
students will blend their talents to
1966, it consisted of one half-time
present seven plays this summer at
faculty position and six students,
Theatre L'Homme Dieu, a
according to Ryan. That has
professional summer theatre near
expanded to 15 full- and part-time
Alexandria affiliated with St. Cloud
faculty positions and 160 student
State University.
majors. The curriculum was
Featuring a mixture of comedy and
developed with the help of Lu
drama, the 1982 season brings to
Wasmoen, former Pako Corporation
central Minnesota some of the most
training manager, who advised the
popular stage and screen productions
department on how a program could
in recent years.
be designed which would best meet
A troupe of 15 SCSU students will
the needs of the industry.
provide technical assistance for the
Student receive training in
professional performers from the
electronics, photo chemistry, sensitoMidwest, chosen through auditions.
metry, and photographic processes,
"The students learn a lot as they
as well as business administration,
work, eat, sleep and breathe theatre
plant layout, quality control and
all summer," says Susan Speers,
industrial safety.
SCSU theatre instructor who will direct
"Our aim is to produce graduates
the program. "For some, this is the
who can assume management
only opportunity they will have, while
positions in photofinishing firms," says · in college, to work with professional
Ryan. "Because the demand is so
actors."
great, our graduates--within reason-Speers, who holds two degrees in
can get almost any job they want. We
theatre from the University of
have graduates working in every
Houston, directed SCSU's sellout
major photofinishing company in the
production of "Fiddler on the Roof"
United States and in several other
last winter. She has been at SCSU
countries."
since 1979.
For more information about the
Theatre L'Homme Dieu is a 260photographic engineering technology
seat air-conditioned theatre located on
prograrn, contact Ryan at (612) 255a 23-acre wooded site alongside Lake
2107.
L'Homme Dieu in the resort area north

.

••

Seven plays set
for neW Season
at L'Homme Dieu

4

of Alexandria, where thousands of
tourists spend their summer
vacations. The theatre has operated
every season but one since it was
founded in 1961. A non-profit
corporation, the Alexandria-St. Cloud
State University Performing Arts
Foundation, sponsors the program,
~hich is managed by a board of
directors.
Opening the 21st season June 30July 4 will be Preston Jones' hilarious
comedy, "Lu Ann Hampton Laverty
Oberlander.''
Lillian Hellman's suspenseful
drama, "The Little Foxes," is
scheduled for July 7-11, followed by
Alan Ayckbourn's "How the·Other Half
Loves" July 14-18. John Steinbeck's
poignant "Of Mice and Men" will be
performed July 21-25 and Jack
Heifner's bittersweet comedy,
"Vanities," is set for July 28-Aug. 1.
Two contemporary plays are
scheduled for August. Academyaward winning "On Golden Pond" by
Ernest Thompson will be presented
Aug. 4-8 and Ira Levin's thriller,
"Deathtrap," will close the season with
a two-week run, Aug. 11-15 and
18-22.
Curtain time for each performance
is 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $6 plus 50
cents for Friday and Saturday
performances. Tickets go on sale
June 13. For reservations, call the
Theatre L'Homme Dieu box office at
(612) 846-3150.

Speech clinic aids
clients; students
A special clinic at SCSU provides lowcost help for people with hearing and
speaking problems, while also
furnishing practicum opportunities for
students in the Department of Speech
Science, Pathology and Audiology.
"We treat a variety of disorders,
from stuttering to dialect problems,"
says Dr. Martin Kammermeier,
professor and department chairperson. Among the clinic's patients are
older persons who need to learn
speech reading (lip reading), cancer
victims who must learn to speak
without a larynx, and children whose
speech skills aren't maturing as
rapidly as expected, according to
Kammermeier.
Located in the Education Building,
the facilities include 12 therapy rooms
and adjacent observation areas, an
audiology suite and speech
laboratory. Services are free to
members of the campus community,
Campus Laboratory School children,
and children enrolled in Headstart, a
pre-school educational program for
three- to five-year-olds. Other clients
pay $1 O per quarter to help cover
equipment maintenance costs.

Clinic director is Mary Weise,
instructor in speech science,
pathology and audiology. In addition
to evaluating patients, Weise helps
match clients with student therapists.
In order to meet certification
standards, students must acquire 300
hours of practicum experience either
at the Speech-Language and Hearing
Clinic or some other agency.
During spring quarter six graduate
students and 16 seniors worked with
about 40 clients from throughout
central Minnesota.

Council accredits
SCSU department
SCSU's Mass Communications
Department and the department's
public relations sequence have been
granted full accreditation by the
American Council on Education in
Journalism (ACEJ). The department's
news-editorial sequence was accredited last year.
ACEJ is the primary accrediting
agency for journalism and mass
communications programs in higher
education in the United States. Less
than 30 percent of the approximately
400 mass communications programs
nationally are fully accredited,
according to Dr. Amde Habte, associate professor and acting department
chairperson. SCSU and the University·
of Minnesota (main campus) are the
only two Minnesota institutions
approved by ACEJ.
SCSU's Mass Communications
Department accommodates about
200 majors, a 70 percent increase
over last year's total. In addition, more
than 300 pre-majors are preparing to
enter the program.
The department has eight full-time
faculty members, including chairperson Dr. John Desanto, who will return
this summer from a Fulbright
lectureship at the University of Lagos,
Nigeria.
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alumni, faculty, friends and parents of
SCSU students.
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Readers who wish to contribute to the
cost·of Outlook may send checks designated for Outlook payable to: SCSU Foundation, St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud,
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Please notify Alumni Services when you
change your address. Households of alumni
may receive more than one copy if children

are enrolled.

All that jazz. A jazz band from the other end of the
Mississippi will perform at SCSU's Lemonade Concert
Sunday, July 11. Paul Gray and the Gaslight Gang
from New Orleans will be featured in a free public
performance at 7:30 p.m. on the Campus Mall. A
sidewalk sale of art and craft work starts at noon and
continues until 9 p.m. Musicians, mimes and Renaissance Festival performers will entertain. In case of rain,
the activities will be moved to Halenbeck Hall. Again
this year, the Lemonade Concert will conclude St.
Cloud's· summer celebration, the Wheels, Wings and
Water Festival. For more information, contact University Program Board at (612) 255-2205.

Spring roundup
A summary of campus events
concluding a busy school year
By JAN TURNER, News Editor
SCSU Information Services

The College of Education received a
$1,000 grant to develop a program on
detecting and dealing with child
abuse. Headed by Mary Boltuck
(Psychology) and Dr. Boyd Purdom
(Teacher Development), the project is
one of 13 funded by the Education
Commission of the States ... A traveling
Guthrie Theatre
troupe presented
N. Richard Nash's
classic, "The Rainmaker," to a full
house ... Tim O'Brien , writer-inresidence for three
weeks who won a
· 1 National Book
O'Brien
Award for his
Vietnam novel Going After Cacciato,
explained that he almost went AWOL
after army training : " I took the bus up
to Seattle for one last night on the
town before heading for Canada. It
was a horrendous night--1 wandered
around doing stupid things, and I was
physically ill at the thought of leaving
my whole life behind. As it turned out, I
also had pneumonia. " After two weeks
in an army hospital, O'Brien shipped
out for Indochina .. .A residency
program on "Coping with the
Changing Roles of Men and Women
in Business" directed by Chairperson
Dr. Marilyn Stinson (Business
Education and Office Administration)
was awarded a $10,700 Bush
Foundation grant. The program will
consist of three week-long residencies
by authors, professional women and
social scientists
during the 198283 academic
year .. .Minneapolis' Sam Davis
and his Gospel
Ensemble gave
a high-energy
performance
which was
taped by CBSTV's "PM Magazine" .. .A workshop on "Sur- Davis
viving the Job
Crunch" addressed the emotional ,
financial and professional implications
of being out of work. According to
workshop staffer Dr. Larry Pfleger
(Counseling Services), persons who
lose their jobs go through a grieving
process similar to that experienced
after the death of a loved one ...

Writing and editing, Ray Rowland and
Jan Turner; art and design, Sandy Barnhouse; photography, Ron Schmid; alumnl
Information, Thomas Macgllllvray.
SCSU is an equal opportunity affirmative action
employer and is in compliance with all state and
federal laws prohibiting discrimination.

National recording artist David
Bromberg presented his eclectic
brand of blues-folk-rock-bluegrass to
a full house ... More than 100 junior and
senior high schools sent students to
an annual Math Contest coordinated
by Dr. Vernon Leitch (Mathematics
and Computer Science) ... The Center
for Continuing Studies was chosen
as continuing education base for the
Minnesota Association of County
Planning and Zoning Administrators .
The center will provide non-credit
courses for planning, zoning and
environmental management personnel in Minnesota county government...
Euphoniumist Rich Matteson, who
has performed with Louis Armstrong
and Clark Terry, appeared with the
SCSU Jazz Ensemble during its final
concert of the school year ... Civil rights
activist Charles King exclaimed in a
University Program Board-sponsored
talk, " Racism begins with sexism;
white males dominate the culture" .. .
The campus chapter of the Society of
Professional Journalists, Sigma
Delta Chi sponsored a Mark of
v
,...
Excellence
Day for high
school students in print
and photojournalism
.. .William
Meissner
(English) received a
$6,000 LoftMcKnight
Award for
poems from
Meissner
his book,
Learning to Breathe Underwater
... The quality of life in Minnesota was
examined from sociological, ecological and financial perspectives during a
Tri-Campus Faculty Forum. Speakers
were the College of St. Benedict's Dr.
Stanley ldzerda (History), St. John's
University's Dr. James Poff (Biology),
and SCSU's Dr. Harold Lofgreen
(Economics), on leave while serving
as Minnesota State Economist. .. While
speaking on the campus, John
Clardi, word sleuth on National Public
Radio's "Morning Edition," said he's
"sick of activist poets who try to solve
the world's problems in 14 lines" ... A
Bush Foundation award of $2,000 will
help support an 11-week fall quarter
residency by Masahito Ogata of Akita
University, Japan. He will teach
Japanese culture, literature and
aikido, a form of martial art. Residency director is WIiiiam Nunn (East
Asian Studies) ... The 25-member
Men's Swim Team won SCSU's first
North Central Conference championship. The Huskies joined the conference last summer ... Twenty-seven
students experienced the art, music
and theatre of England, France, Italy
and Germany during a six-week Fine
Arts Tour of Europe .. .The Mass
H

Communications Department sponsored a Media Day on criticism of
print and electronic journalism entitled
"The Fourth Estate: New Villains, New
Heroes" ...American Indian Movement
activist Vernon
Bellecourt
called the United States "The
biggest gunrunner in the world"
and warned that
this nation's
"gunboat diplomacy" will "drag
us into a proBellecourt
tracted war in
the Caribbean" ... In conjunction with
the Association of Former Members of
Congress, a $1,850 Bush Foundation
grant will bring a distinguished former
Congressman to the campus for one
week next winter quarter. Project
director is Dr. Stephen Frank
(Political Science) ... Festival of Health
speaker Janie Jasin said that each
person needs to be affirmed and
made to feel worthwhile. "I'm just sick
about John Belushi, Mama Cass
Elliot, and all of the others," she
lamented. "When will we learn that a
sense of fulfillment doesn't come out
of a bottle, a vial , or a needle?" ...
Campus Radio Station KVSC (88.5
FM) received a Federal Communications Commission construction permit
and a $30,083 grant from the National
Telecommunications and Information
Administration to increase the
station's operating power enough to
serve an area of more than 100,000
central Minnesotans .. .Black Awareness Week included a talk by the
University of Minnesota's Dr. John
Preston Ward. A blind attorney, Ward
has represented the NAACP,
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference and American Civil
Liberties Union ... Dr. Michael McGee,
assistant medical examiner for
Ramsey County, dispelled rumors
about an M.E.'s work: " It's not all that
grim. People think that if they come
into my office they'll find all kinds of
dead bodies sitting around" ...
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June
9-1 O Conference: Institute on
Aging, "Community Care
Alternatives for Frail Elders,"
Atwood Center .
10-11 Seminar: "Assessing the
Interaction of Physical and
Psychological Health in Older
Adults," Centennial Hall.
Register by June 4 through
Center for Continuing
Studies.
22 Lindbergh Memorial Lecture:
Forum on disposal of
hazardous wastes, 9:30 a.m.noon, Stewart Hall Auditorium.
30 Theatre: Summer season
opens at Theatre L'Homme
Dieu near Alexandria. (See
story in this issue.)
July
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Department presented student-directed one-act plays and Machiavelli's
"Mandragola," a Florentine comedy
about intrigue and young love ... The
College of Business received a $25,
000 grant from the State University
Board to help obtain master's degree
accreditation from the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business. The college is also
accredited at the baccalaureate
degree level... Dr. Michael White and
Dr. WIiiiam Luksetlch (Economics)
co-authored Crime and Public
Polley: An Economic Approach,
published by Little, Brown Company ...
A $7,000 Bush Foundation grant to
Kevin Hh.ich (Art) will bring two n<;>ted
artists--one in fiber and one in
ceramics--to SCSU next fall
quarter .. .Thirteen students visited
Kiev, Moscow, Leningrad and Helsinki
during a three-week Soviet Union
Tour.
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August

1-7
Fifteen hundred dollars in Bush
Foundation monies will help complete
The Light from the Hearth, a book
about central Minnesota pioneers by
Dr. WIiiiam Morgan (American
Studies) and Marilyn Brinkman,
junior from rural Alb?ny ... The Theatre

Art Fair: Sidewalk arts and
crafts sale, noon-9 p.m.,
Campus Mall.
Lemonade Concert: Paul
Gray and the Gaslight Gang
(New Orleans jazz band),
7:30p.m., Campus Mall.
Concert: All-State High
School Choir, Stewart Hall
Auditorium. (Time to be
announced.)

15-21

Elderhostel Session I:
Residential learning program
for persons age 60 and over.
Elderhostel Session II.

Note: To confirm scheduled events or
obtain more information, call
Information Services weekdays during
office hours at (612) 255-3151.
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REPORT
to INVESTORS
Volunteerism - Putting the 'U' in University

By Dr. Brendan J. McDonald
Incoming SCSU President

" Every cause needs people more than
money, " says author and fund-raiser
HaroldJ. Seymour.
By that he means if concerned
people give their time, effort,
confidence, interest and emotional
support to a cause, the dollars just
about take care of themselves.
I agree with Seymour's statement.
And, apparently, so do many of you.
During the past year, hundreds of
readers of Outlook have given to
SCSU--both dedication and dollars.
You have been the leaders--what one
educator calls "creative citizens"--that
lightthe way, accept responsibility,
make plans, take action and keep
things moving.
That kind of leadership in any area
of human activity is rare and without
price. On behalf of the university I will
soon be serving, I want to thank those
who have accepted the challenge by
participating in one or more of SCSU's
volunteer fund-raising efforts.
Hundreds of students, faculty,
administrators, parents of students,
community residents and friends of
the university in this and other states
have formed a living connection
between academic excellence and the
financial resources needed to support
it. These efforts have become all the
more important in a period of reduced
state and federal support for higher
education.
Because contributions come in all
forms and sizes, the university will
continue to need volunteers at all
levels--to be involved in development
efforts ranging from phonathons to
fund-raising drives on the campus, in
central Minnesota, in the Twin Cities
area, and beyond.
If you have not yet lent a helping
hand, you may wonder what the "payoff" will be for your hard work. The
dividends on volunteer work
investments are as simple--and as
complex--as philanthropy itself.
Certainly there is a sense of
satisfaction in knowing that talented
students and teachers will benefit from
your help. And certainly there are real
advantages to being associated with
an institution where your efforts have
contributed to a richness and diversity
of educational opportunity.
6

By Earl Henning, President
SCSU Foundation Board

But perhaps the most gratifying
reward of fund-raising and gift-giving
is knowing that in addition to helping
your immediate circle of family and
friends, you also are reaching beyond
that circle to generations yet to come.
Although nearly all volunteers give
dollars as well as hours because they
feel that a cash contribution is
evidence of genuine commitment, this
university needs people more than it

needs money. People willing to help is
the top priority.
If you have volunteered before and
plan to help again, thank you. If you
are joining the volunteers for the first
time, welcome.
Together, we can help SCSU keep
faith with the past, keep step with the
present and keep promise with the
future.

1981
Sources of Income
Total: $343 ;ag~
Foundations - $29,090 (8.46%)
State of Minnesota - $18,424 (5.36%)
Parents - $3,668 (1.07%)
Anonymous- $604 (.18%)
Student Foundation - $60 (.0002%)

Friends - $77,295
(22.48%)
Alumni - $53,536
(15.56%)

Business- $94,909
(27.6%)
Organizations
$66,313
(19.28%)

What role does volunteerism play in
building a strong university?
I firmly believe that volunteers are
critical in maintaining and increasing
the level of excellence in education
available to SCSU students.
Without a large number of
concerned people working toward a
common good, any community-including a university community--will
soon dry up.
Without the contributions of
volunteers, there would be no
endowed scholarships for deserving
students, fewer purchases of
instructional equipment and resource
materials, and fewer faculty
development opportunities. Without
volunteers, there would be no fundraising campaigns, no telephone
solicitations. Without volunteers,
SCSU's "margin of excellence" would
shrink and eventually disappear.
But such a gloomy scenario seems
unlikely. Each year, the number of
volunteers working to advance SCSU
has grown. Each year, more private
dollars have flowed to the university.
And each year, on behalf of the 12member SCSU Foundation board of
directors, the many campaign
coordinators, and the university as a
whole, I have more people to thank for
their concern and commitment.
Of course, there is still much to do.
In many ways, I feel that the "good
word" about SCSU is just starting to
spread. More people need to be
informed about SCSU's fine
graduates, talented faculty members
and strong academic programs. More
people need to know about SCSU's
cultural and humanitarian contributions to the community and to the state
(in addition to its multi-million-dollar
economic impact).
If you are one of those people who
is not fully aware of what SCSU offers,
I urge you to take time to find out. Visit
the campus if you can. Get to know
the people and programs at the
university. Give some of your time,
talents and resources. In short, get
involved.
I am confident that once you have
experienced the vigor and vitality of
SCSU, you will become excited about
the institution and its future, as I am.
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University seeks
help from donors
to meet its needs

Foundation helps
department get
new equipment

Loan funds benefit
deserving students
on continuing basis

Potential donors often ask, where is
support needed most at SCSU?
Because of reduced government
support for public education, dollars
are badly needed for the overall
maintenance of programs and
services as well as for the
development and continuation of
"extras" which set SCSU apart from
similar institutions.
There is a shortage of funds for
instructional equipment and resource
materials, for external review visits by
professional consultants, and e~cially for student scholarships, where
financial aid cutbacks have created
serious problems for many deserving
students.
All five colleges as well as the
Learning Resources Center also have
specific needs.
- In the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, more computer equipment
should be purchased to meet student
demand in computer-related courses.
Computer hardware and software also
are needed in the College of Education , along with funds for graduate
assistantships, faculty professional
activities and instructional equipment
in physical education.
A special need in the College of
Fine Arts is a large concert organ for
the recently remodeled Stewart Hall
Auditorium. This instrument would
greatly enhance SCSU's potential for
organ instruction and performance.
In the College of Business,
continued accreditation of its master's
degree program in business
administration by the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business is a major priority. To
maintain that accreditation, the
college must demonstrate increased
support for recruiting and retaining
qualified faculty and acquiring
instructional equipment.
The College of Industry needs
specialized instructional equipment to
help its students keep abreast of
rapidly advancing technologies.
Funds also are needed to maintain
existing equipment.
The Learning Resources Center
would like to purchase new periodicals
for the use of all students and faculty
members. The Center for Library and
Audiovisual Education needs a
microcomputer and software to help
prepare teachers.
While many private gifts are nonrestricted--me~ning that their use is at
the discretion of the SCSU
Foundation--any contribution may be
designated for a specific purpose,
such as those described above. Or
gifts may be directed where the donor
has a special interest, such as an
academic department, student
organization or athletic program.
For more information about where
your dollars can make a difference in
helping SCSU meet its pressing
needs, contact the Development
Office.

Cooperative efforts can bring
instructional equipment to SCSU,
even in these difficult days of inflated
costs and deflated budgets.
This year the Chemistry
Department has installed a muchneeded gas chromatograph/mass
spectrometer system for both teaching
and research under a creative
financing plan.
The cost of the system was $57,500
and the department could spare only
$22,500 from its budget. Chairperson
John Carpenter and two chemistry
professors, Dr. Richard James and Dr.
James McMullen, forwarded a
proposal to the State University
System which yielded a $25,000
program excellence grant to apply to
the purchase. The award was made to
help the department achieve
academic improvement through the
acquisition of new equipment. Only
nine of 20 proposals received were
funded.
The balance of $10,000 came from
the SCSU Foundation as one of its
majorfunding projects of the year.
The new system, replacing an
obsolete model purchased ten years
ago, separates and identifies
individual compounds within a mixture
of chemical compounds.
''It helps develop proficiencies
which will be valuable to students in
their professional lives," says
Carpenter. "It is particularly useful in
learning analytical and investigative
skills needed for careers in forensic
science."
The SCSU Foundation Board is receptive to requests from academic
departments where supplemental
funding can enhance the instructional
program.

State and federal cutbacks in financial
aid programs are causing a money
crunch for many SCSU students.
Without additional assistance, some
prospective students may not be able
to enroll and some currently enrolled
students may not be able to complete
their programs.
.
Two ways that private donors can
help needy and deserving students
are an endowed loan fund and a loan
fund for scholarships.
An endowed loan fund is
established through a contribution to
the SCSU Foundation. The initial
amount of money is never used for
loans but the earnings from its
investment are made available to
students who meet guidelines
established by the donor and/or the
university. For example, an endowed
loan fund may be exclusively for
business students, for students in an
ethnic group, or for students serving in
internships.
Generally, students repay the loans
after graduation a~ a low interest rate.
As alumni pay off their loans, those
funds are added to the earnings of the
original amount and that total is
available for additional loans.
An endowed loan fund which has
been in operation for several years is
the lrvamae Applegate Loan Fund,
memorializing the first dean of the
College of Education who was one of
the most prominent woman educators
in the nation. Established from
contributions received in her memory,
the fund is for education majors who
are engaged in student teaching or an
internship program. The fund is in
keeping with her practice of helping
students in need.
Another option for donors is to

Chemistry professors James McMullen, left, and Richard
James demonstrate the new gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer system which has been installed in the Mathematics
and Sicience Center, thanks to financial assistance from the
SCSU Foundation and State University System. Vital for both

establish a loan fund for scholarships.
Under this arrangement, the entire
amount of money is loaned to a
student who meets specified
academic standards. When the loan is
repaid according to the loan
agreement, the money is again
available for another scholarship loan.
Guidelines for establishing an
endowed loan fund or a loan fund for
scholarships may be obtained by
contacting the Development Office,
St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud,
MN 56301. Phone (612) 255-3177.
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Campus campaign
conducted in May
An SCSU faculty-staff fund-raising
campaign was conducted in May in a
first-time effort to contact all university
employees for contributions to the
SCSU Foundation.
After an April 27 kick-off breakfast,
volunteers sought pledges from
people working in their buildings. The
tax-deductible gifts could be
designated for a specific academic
department or college, athletics,
endowed student scholarships or
other uses preferred by the
contributor.
Heading the campaign was Dr.
Dennis Fields, professor of learning
resources and library and audiovisual
education.
The campaign had not been
completed when this issue of Outlook
went to press.

teaching and research, the system separates and Identifies
individual compounds within a mixture of chemical compounds. Students benefit from learning how to operate the
equipment, which is used in large manufacturing firms, crime
laboratories and clinics.
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REPORT
to INVESTORS
Putting the 'U' in Univ~rsity
Next Parents' Day
set for November

First phonathon
raises $20,480

Benefit scheduled
for men's athletics

Contril
•
remain

SCSU's next Parents' Day, tentatively
scheduled for Nov. 13, will offer
parents a variety of university social ,
cultural and educational activities.
The day gives visitors an inside look
at the campus, providing insights
which cannot be obtained through
letters, phone calls and hasty visits.
Last year, nearly 1,000 parents and
students participated in Parents' Day,
also held in November. Activities
included a brunch, planetarium show,
choice of varsity football game or the
Theatre Department's production of
"Fiddler on the Roof," and an evening
social hour and dinner.
For more information about
Parents' Day 1982, contact the
Development Office, St. Cloud State
University, St. Cloud, MN 56301.
Phone (612) 255-3177.

A ten-day phonathon in March for the
SCSU Foundation raised more than
$20,480 to be used for student
scholarships, instructional equipment
and special projects. The total far
exceeded the initial goal of $12,000.
Coordinated by the SCSU
Development Office and Alumni
Services, the phone campaign
reached about 3,380 alumni
nationwide who had not previously
contributed funds to the university. In
all, 711 pledges were received. The
calls were made by student, faculty
and alumni volunteers.
"Although this was SCSU's first
large-scale phonathon, we were
encouraged by the enthusiastic
response," says Ann Guthmiller,
assistant director of development. "Its
success means that phoning alumni
who have not yet given will be an
annual university event."

Sports fans will come out swinging
Thursday, June 10, to raise money for
men's athletics at SCSU and the
University of Minnesota.
It's the annual Williams' Fund
"Sportacular" at the St. Cloud Country
Club. Golfers may tee off beginning at
8 a.m. and again at 1 :30 p.m. Tennis
players will compete throughout the
day. Well-known athletes, former
athletes and coaches from midMinnesota and the Twin Cities are
expected to join in the fun.
Last year's event raised more than
$7,000for SCSU, according to Noel
Olson, men's athletics director. This
year's goal is set at $10,000. A
.contribution of $100 is required from
each participant.
A social hour is scheduled for 5:30
p.m., followed by a 6:30 p.m. dinner
and program. Speakers will include
coaches from SCSU and the
University of Minnesota.
For more information, contact
Olson at (612) 255-3102.
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Endowment
Between 1975 and 1980 the Endowment
principal grew from $24,000 to $68,000.

1975-1980 1981

Total Endowment
principal: $119,000

1981 Total Gift
Income:
$343,899

Not shown
gift-in-kind

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

$54,864

$120,024

$165,881

$231,519

_$343,899

St. Cloud
Community
Campaign
1981 total:
$109,530

Each line of volunteers represents
the total income In the respective
areas for 1981. Different colors for
successive years represent annual
percentage Increases.
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(includes two bequests worth a
total of $60,000)

St. Cloud Community
Campaign totals in
past years:
1977- $43,712
1978 - $56,341
1979- $74,062
1980 - $94,675

Alumni
Giving
1981 total:
$53,526

Alumni totals in
past years:
1977 - $10,216
1978 - $11,915
1979 - $20,423
1980 - $36,306

President's Club

University Club
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: $150,000 of
aerial maps.

Andy HIiger, owner of Radio Station WJON-WWJO, was
captain of the first team to complete all assigned calls In last
year's community campaign to raise funds for SCSU. HIiger
was recognized for his team's efforts at the opening of the
1982 campaign.

Scott and Wendy Abbey
Bankers Systems Inc.
Brown Boveri Turobmachinery, Inc.
Brutger Companies, Inc.
Bursch Travel Agency
DeZurik Corp.
First American National Bank
Franklin Manufacturing Co.
Charles arid Bonnie Graham
Gronseth Directory Service Inc.
Tom and Kay Guggisberg
Philip L. Halenbeck (Deceased)
Don and Arlene Helgeson
Earl N. Henning
William arid Charlene Holes
Bob and Mary Jane Jennings
KNSI/KCLD Radio Station
McMahon, Hartmann, Amundson
and Co.
Timothy J. Murphy
John and Cathy Nelson
Gerald and Carole Otto
St. Cloud Newspapers Inc.
Roger and Kathy Schmidt
Arlen and Gabriella Simi
John and Jackie Smith
Eric and Margaret Spanier
John Spanier
Roland and Ruth Stromsborg
Jerry Thayer
David arid Catharine Van Nostrand
The Vision Ease Corp.
Donald and jan Watkins
Robert and Alice Wick
Jerome and Diane Woit
Zapp National Bank

Matching Gift
Companies

Ron Havlik, president of Northwestern Bank of Sauk Rapids, was the first
lieutenant to complete all assigned calls In last year's community campaign to
raise funds for SCSU. Havlik received an award at the kick-off breakfast for the
1982 campaign.

Members of the President's Club give $1,000 annually for ten years for a
lifetime membership or $1,000 for an annual membership. University Cl~b
members give $500 to $999 or more annually. Century Club members give
$100 to $499 annually.

More than 900 firms nationally match funds contributed by
employees to colleges and universities, thereby doubling the
size of the gift. To determine whether your employer is a
matching gift company, contact your personnel office. Firms
which have contributed to SCSU in the past are listed here.

American Can Co.
Arthur Andersen and Co.
Bankers Life Co.
Connecticut General Insurance
Cray Research , Inc.
Dain Bosworth, Inc.
Deloitte, Haskins and Sells
Ernst and Whinney
First Trust Co. of St. Paul
Gillette Co.
H.B. Fuller Co.
Honeywell Inc.
International Business Machines
Corp.
Investors Diversified Services
J.C. Penney Co.
Jostens, Inc.
Kraft Foods
Martin Marietta Corp.
MinnesotaMining and
Manufacturing Co.
Motorola, Inc.
Northern States Power Co.
Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp.
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell Foundation
Piper, Jaffray and Hopwood, Inc.
Prudential Fo~ndation
Smithkline Foundation
Sperry Corp.
ToroCo.
Travellers Insurance Co.
Tri-County Abstract

Therese E. Adams Estate
Alexander Grant and Co.
American Linen Supply Co.
Elmer L. Andersen
John Eric Anderson
The Bar
Ben Franklin Club
Benson Funeral Home
John and Pat Berling
Cathryn A. Brown
Luther and Marie Brown
Brown Photo Co.
Burlington Northern, Inc.
Cargill, Inc.
Coborn's, Inc.
Coopers and Lybrand Foundation
Delores Winter Estate
Drewry Photocolor Corp.
Eastman-Kodak Co.
Ernst and Whinney Foundation
First Bank of St. Cloud
Fox and Co. ,
Certified Public Accountants
Fuji Photo Film U.S.A. Inc.
General Mills Foundations
Arthur and Barbara Grachek
Hazel B. Hansen
Dennis J. Holland
Honeywell Corp.
Institute of Internal Auditors
J. C. Penney Co.
John Kasper
Klein Motor Co.
CyKuefler
Lawrence R. Lafler
Lantz Optical Co.
Burnell L. Larson
Larson, Allen, Weishair, Co.
Laventhol & Horwath
Norbert F. Lindskog
Tom Luby
Main, Hurdman and Cranstoun,
Certified Public Accountants
Marco Business Products
Mark Hurd Aerial Surveys, Inc.
May Bowle Benefit
McGladrey, Herldrickson and Co.
Ed Midthun
Midwest Waterbed Distribution, Inc.
Suzuko Miura
Minnesota Association of Realtors
Education Foundation
Minnesota Chapter EDP Auditors
Association, Inc.
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Fourldation
Minnesota State Chapter of
Women Realtors
Northern States Power Co.
Northwestern Bank arid Trust Co.
Northwestern Bell
PakoCorp.
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell Foundation
Photo Art Science Foundation
Robert arid Sophia Whiteside Fund
Security Federal Savings and Loan
Eric Spanier
St. Cloud Area Chamber of
Commerce
St. Cloud Medical Group
St. Cloud Surgical Center
Touche, Ross and Co.
Voigt's Motorcoach Travel, Inc.
Wagner Spray Tech
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Parents Association

Century Club

Accounting Club, SCSU
Ace Bar and Cafe
Meriel Adland
Darryl and Gloria
Ahnemann
John E. Allerson
James L. Altermatt
Americanna Inn
Hobart and Charlotte
Anderson
Anderson Trucking
Service, Inc.
Dwain W. Applegate
Bachman Jewelers
Banco Inc.
The Barbers Hairstyling
Dorothy Barker
Mary Jo Bartos
Baston Chevrolet Co.
Joseph H. Beste
Sanford and Linda Bettcher
Alvin J. Bieniek
Bill's Beverage Co.
Alice Binger
James M. Binger
Blocher Outdoor
Advertising Co.
Bonanza Sirloin Pit
A.F. Brainard
Ethelyn E. Brooks
Thomas W. Brown
Business Alumni
Association, SCSU
Byerly's Super Valu
Calev Photolabs
Laboratory
William D. Carlson
Dale R. Carmichael
Central Collection Service,
Inc.
Chiropractic Health Center
Cinema Entertainment
Corp.
Clifford Johnson and
Associates Inc.

Andy HIiger, Captain
Armin and Juanita Globes
Continuing Studies, SCSU
Country Kitchen
Howard Cronin
Dain Bosworth, Inc.
Dan Marsh Drugs
Dayton's Department Store
Irvin P. Deneen
David J. Deschene
Robert W. Earles
Embers Restaurant
LaWayne Enke
Dennis M. Fabel
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Dennis and Anne Fields
Fitzharris Athletic
Clarence Fogelstrom
Ruth Gant
Curtis Ghylin
Lowell and Ardis Gillett
Glenn and Donna Grahn
Ann Guthmiller
Martha Hahn
Reid and Pamela Hans
Goodwin and Mary
Heimdahl
Chester H. Heinze!
Herberger's
John E. Harges
Jerome J. Hirschfeld

John Herges, Captain

Sylvia E. Hitchcock
Danny Holan
Doug Holzkamp
Helen J. Howell
Kevin J. Hughes
Gerald T. Johnson
James W. Johnson
Nathaniel W. Johnson
Richard N. Jones
William H. Kemp
Kentucky Fried Chicken
Karen L. Kimble
Kirby Co. of St. Cloud
Richard J . Kisch
Ronald L. Klaphake
Keith Knutson
Steve Koyama
John W. Laakso
Marian G. Lacher
Lee L. Lamson
G. Louise Larson
Steve H. Larson
Walter G. Larson
Leland Leasia
Liberty Loan and Thrift
Corp.
John G. Leiser
Richard Lord
Vernon L. Ludeman
Tom and Barbara
Macgillivray
Douglas Magnus
lrja McCarthy
McDowallCo.
Bob McGregor
Richard C. Megarry
Merickel Construction Co.
Metro Gallery of Homes
Robert P. Meyer
Minnesota Insurance
Services
Terry Montgomery
Monumental Sales
Manufacturing Co.
GaryW. Morgal
Robert E. Myers
Nahan Printing Inc.
N.B. Nelson
Gene M. Niswander

Mark R. Nordling
Northwestern State Bank
O'Hara Brothers Off-Sale
O'Hara Brothers Pub
Rollen J. Oliver
Wallace Olson
Bradley Julius Ost
John and Jane Oxton
Thomas M. Peterson
Ellen Marie Pickering
Piper, Jaffray and
Hopwood, Inc.
Plaza Park State Bank
Plaza West Hair Styling,
Inc.
Leroy P. Poganski
Marilyn E. Pulley
Purity Dairy Foods, Inc.
William Radovich
Kenneth W. Raiber
Kenneth M. Reither
Research Educational
Trust Fund
Robert G. Riggs
Dennis M. Ringsmuth
Robert Half of Minnesota,
Inc.
Ruth F. Rowe
St. Cloud Fabricare Center
St. Cloud National Bank
and Trust
St. Cloud Tire and Tread
Co.
Joseph J. Sayovitz
Schabel Beverage Co.
Schepers Jewelers
Richard Schlorf
Sears Roebuck Co.
Seven-Up Bottling Co.
Wayne and Dorothy
Simpson
Skatin' Place, Inc.
William and Martha Slavin
Dale and Sheila Smith
South Western Publishing
Co.
Michael M. Spanier
James F. Stanek
Thomas R. Stanton
Ernest and Florence
Stennes
Craig and Constance
Swanson
Sy-Ray Plumbing and
Heating, Inc.
Elaine Thrune
Tri-County Abstract
Janette A. Trimble
Twin City Federal Savings
and Loan Association
Viking Coca-Cola Bottling
Co.
Village Mexican
Restaurant
Thomas E. Wadams
Dennis Watkins
Brayton P. Watts
Thomas and Susan
Weaver
JayH. Wein
John J. Weismann
John P. Weitzel
Fred R. Welsch
Fredric Wemlinger
Associates. Inc.
Stephen G. Wenzel
Muriel Holes Williams
Wimmer Opticians
Thomas J. Winkel
Blair and Sharon Witt
WJON Radio Station
Dale Zaiser
William Zweiner

J.A. Abullarade /Del Alzen /Gene Ammerman /Clarence Anderson /Curtis Anderson /Melvin Anderson
Robert Anderson /Wilton Anderson /LaVonne Appelbaum /Thomas Barrett /Donald Batt /Robert Bauer
Joseph Bean /Thomas Benick /Keith Benthin /Thomas Bieter /Paul Bischel /Edward Bohrer
Raymond Borgstrom /Thomas Bowman /Sarah L. Bren /Robert Briggs /Paul Brink /Dale Brooke
Neil Brownlow /Paul Bryan /Frank Buck /Maxine Buehler /William Burns /W.L. Bury /Thomas Campbell
Michael Casey /Donna Cashman /Richard Clausen /LeRoy Cole /James Conrath /John Cox
Harry Crowder /George Cruys /Marilyn Cuno /James Curran /Charles Dahl /William Dahlquist
Joseph Denzer /Beverly Deppa /.Richard Deschriver /Marty Devries
Dale Dowson /Marvin Drevlow /Richard Eckmann /Alvin Edelstein
Leonard Eng /Michael Enze /John Erlandson /David Fackler
George Faust /Joseph Fazio /Larry Fix/Donald Florine
Vernon Foley/Donald Frederick/Dirk Gaspar/Larry Gates /Leo Gelhar
Edward Genadek /Donald Giese /Karen Grenier /John Haben
James Hamilton /Pete Hassel /Robert Hastings /Gordon Haugen
Lloyd Havemeier /James Hazzard /Martin Heinen /Calvin Henninger
Larry Hernandez /Jerome Hildebrandt /Tom Holden /Dallas Holm
Eugene Hoppe /Thomas Howden /Donald Huff /Richard Hunter
John Hustoft /Earl lkola /Richard lwaszko /Ronald John /Arland Johnson
Gladys Johnson /Harvey Johnson /Irving Johnson /Mary Jo Johnson
Paul Johnson /Richard Johnson
Ronald Johnson /Roy Johnson
Shirley Johnson /Frank Jordan
John Josephson /Conrad Kaluza
Donald Kaplan /Ed Kavanagh
Bernard Keating /James Kelliher
Norbert Kerfeld /Conrad Kettler
Harold Klefsaas /Robert Knip
Leland Knutson /Mahlon Knutson
Dale Koenen /Dale Kohman /Leo Koll
Mary Kollodge /Donald Kos
Robert Kraemer /Bruce Krogstad
Cy Kuefler, Jr. Captain
Anthony Lahr /Delmer Lambrecht
Victor Lantz /Sharon Larsen /James R. Larson /Wayne Leboeuf
Robert Lee /Wilbert Lilienthal /Ellis Long /John Louis /Milo Louisiana
Kenneth Lukes /Carol MacDowell /Luther Magelssen /Anna Mahoney
Patrick Maiers /Don Malinowski /Odell Marchant /George Martin
Richard Mavison /Jack McBrien /Henry McCabe /Richard McFerran
Thomas McGinty /Arnold Meier Nincent Meindl /Lloyd Mellgren
Donald Meyer /David Miller /Donald Miller /Nolan Morison /Francis Mott
Emmett Mulligan /Harold Nelson /Dean Nienow /Donald Nistler
Earl Nolte /Paul Nystuen /Edward O'Hara /Warren Olsen /Lyle Olson
Carolyn Orr /James Osborne /Audrey Palen /Lee Pappenfus
Richard Parnell /Ernest Peake /Leonard Peitz /Clarence Peterson
Dale Thompson, Captain
Darrell Peterson /Melvin Peterson /Gene Phillips /Gerald Plachecki
Harold Podolske /Richard Prowizor /Lucille Ramey /Rolland Rasmussen /Orley Rath /Thomas Reamer
Howard Reberg /Gale Rehnberg /Ralph Reller /Neil Richards /Scott Rhodes /James Rugg
Robert Russell /Thomas Russell /Ben Ryks /Vern Salzl /Alvina Sauer /Shirley Sautter/James Schaak
Ervin Schmidt /Norbert Schmidt /William Schmit /Karl Schneider /Delmar Schultz /Clarence Schulz
Alton Semling /James Simon /Kenneth Slagle /Everrett Smith /Mike S. Smith /Thomas H. Smith
Robert Sorteberg /Cyril Spanier /Gary Spies /William Starmack /Leroy Stensgaard /James Stout
Cleon Sundby /James J . Thompson /Joseph Tillman /Norbert Torborg
Melvin Vermillion /Bruce Voelker /Donald Voit /Edwin Walhof
Cornelius Warzecha /Emil Wasilowski /A.W. Waters /Phyllis Watkins
Robert Watson /Patrick Weekley /Gerald Wellik /Barry Wendt
Ernest Wermerskirchen /Ronald Wettleson /James Wickstrom
Arvid Wieberdink /James Winey /Paul C. Winter /Robert Wold
Russ Wolden /Robert Wolff /Wayne Wooden /Manfred Wormuth
Kenneth Yager /Ronald Zaczkowski

Tom Hartmann, Captain

Lee Hanson, Captain

Gary Marsden, Captain

Pictured on these pages are key volunteers for the 1982 St. Cloud Community
Campaign, which has a goal of $120,000. Not pictured: Larry Davis, Captain.

Additional Donors
Christine Adolphson /Paul Agranoff /Gary Agren /Mark Alexander /Lynn Almer /Earl Almquist
Mary McManus /Michael McMenamin /Daniel Medin /Joseph Meierhofer
Carolyn Meinhardt /Rodney Melgard /Mary Mendez
Candice Ames /Joel Ampe /Dolores Anderson /Gary Anderson /Jack Anderson /Jeffrey Anderson
Jorgina Anderson /Marilyn Anderson /Robert H. Anderson /Robert L. Anderson /Roland Anderson
Richard Mesenburg /Margaret Metzger /David Meyer /Ruth Meyer
Rose Anderson !Thomas Anderson /Vernon Anderson /Russel Arndts
Meyer Associates, Inc. /Sharon Meyerring /Anita Miller /Bernard Miller
Mike Arnold /Linda Arvidson /Marie Asner /Allen Atwood /Norma Ause
Donald Miller /Richard Millerbernd /Minnesota Academy of Science
Sylvia Babb /Mohammed Bahauddin /Marie Bailey /Edna Baker
Warren Misiewicz /Modern Living , Inc. /Catherine Moe /Anna Moengen
Louis Ball /Carol Bangsund /Duane Banister /Harold Bares
Robert Montesano /Mary Montgomery /Monticello Times, Inc.
Leonard Bart /Charlie Basch /Raymond Bauer /William Bauer
Marva Moos /Bernell Moren /Ronald Morris /Barbara Morse /Ron Morton
Bauer Inc. /Mark Bauerly /Elizabeth Baumgartner /Sally Baumgartner
Joseph Mullen /Thomas Murch /Patricia Murphy /Robert Murray
Judy Beaulieu /Thomas Beck /Karen Beckers /Robert Benson
John Nagel /Connie Nelson /Kermit Nelson /Larry Nelson /Mary Nelson
Betty Lou Berg /Elsie Berg /Ruth Bergien /Lillie Bergman
Ruth Netteberg /Diane Newstrom /H. Page Nicholson
Berkey Film Processing /Donna Berscheid /Stephen Beseres
Lorraine Nomeland /Claudette Nordell /North Central Lab., Inc.
Henry Bettendorf /Beumer Plumbing and Heating, Inc. /Michael Bialka
Northern Wire Products, Inc. /Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Allan Billey /Alice Binsfeld /Howard Bird /Dick Bjur /Curtis Black
Kenneth Noyes /William Nunn /Robert Nuss /Kenneth Nyberg
Willis Black /Carla Blaha /Jay Blaha /Richard Blair /Darlene Blazek
Leslie Nyberg /Clifford Nygren /Olga Nystrom /Michael O'Connell
Joan Bleser /Lucile Bloom /James Boie /Marion Bonestroo
Jay Odegard /Tom Ogdahl /George Ohmann /Jon Okerstrom
Edward Bonk /Patrick Boran /Jean Borrell /Linda Boser /Mabel Bowen
John Olinger /Timothy Olmscheid /Curtis Olson /Earle Olson
Marilyn Braaten /Suzanne Brandl /Richard Brandt /Gerald Braun
Lillie Olson /Lory Olson /Mildred Olson IT ed Olson
Richard Bresnahan /Wilbur Brewer /Michael Brinda /Allen Brink
O'Malley Buick-AMC, Inc. /Gustave Osterberg /E.M. Otteson /John Otto
Gwen Broich /Frank Brown /Katherine Brown /Rojanne Brown
Alan Overbey /David Owens /Ronald Paggen /Carmen Palazzari
William Bruns /Carl Buckman /Anthony Buhl /Edward Buntje
Bonnie Pallies /Ardis Palm /Lois Palmer /James Pape /Ruben Parson
David Burbank /Sylvan Burgstahler /Donald Burke /Howard Buska
Greg Paulson /Gregg A. Paulson /Valborg Pearson /Clara Pederson
Frank Pesek /William Peshek /Joy Peters /Allen Petersen
Jack Nelson, Chairperson
Frank Butalla /Michael Butche /Richard Caldecott /David Campbell
Adeline Carbert /A.B. Carlson /James E. Carlson /Kent F. Carlson
Daniel Peterson /J. Harold Peterson /Katherine Peterson
1982 Community Campaign
Lee Paul Carlson /Leland Carlson /Susan Carlson /Thorsten Carlson
Marie Peterson /Ruth Peterson /Rosemary Petonic /Paul Petterson
Harold Orcutt, Captain
John Carpenter i Ralph Carr /Mildred Carson /Marjorie Chambers
Ronald Petzoldt /Mary Phillips /Evelyn Plamquist /Timothy Plas /Virgil Plath /Hildegard Poegel
Kirk Charles /Alice Christen /Dan Christenson /Irene Christenson
Arne Pokela /Jerry Polk /Albert Pool /Fred Pramann /Marguerite Pramann /Henrietta Prather
Rod Cihlar /Everett Cline /Coast-to-Coast Stores /Paul Colbert /Edward Colletti /Roger Collins
Mayme Price /Professional Crown and Bridge /Barbara Quade /Julia Quady /Marion Quinn
Conlon Construction Co. /Crystal Connolly /Anthony Copa / Anita Corrigan /Lois Cox /Alfreda Crandall Robert Rader /Jackie Rahe /Jennifer Rahe /Robin Rainford /Kenneth Ramler /Keith Rauch /James Ray
James Crenna /Culligan Soft Water Service, Inc. /Alan Czarnetzki /Gerald Dahle /Edward Dahlgren
Tim Rayn:iond / B~rbara Rea /Lester Rec~tenwald ~Rudolph Reha /Sherwood Reid /William Reilly
Ruth Dahlquist /Kathryn Davis /Warren Davis /John Decker /Alan Deglmann /Carl Dahnke
Barbara Reinert /Reinert - Homes, Inc. I Ardis Remqu1st /Thora Rhoda /R9nald Richards /Lucinda Rigas
Leonard Delong /David Delzoppo / Annette Demars /Philip Derosier /Robert Desanto /Glenn Deutz
William Riggs /Robert Riitters /Brad Ristamaki /Margaret Roach
Zetta Devoe /Duane Dewenter /Dietman's Food Market, Inc. /Violet Dingmann /Mary Dinndorf
Donn Robertson /Bernice Roe /Rofflers-Hairstyling-St. Cloud
Valerie Rogosheske /John Rongitsch /Michael Roos /William Ross
DJV Enterprise, Inc. /Faith Dobrenski /Gary Dockendorf /Rodger Doolittle /Rosamond Doty
Mark Rossi /Kenneth Roufs /James Roy /Eileen Rudd /Alice Rude
Jeffry Dresow /Pamela Dugas /Debra Dummer /Thomas Dunlap /Jeannette Dunlop /Richard Durand
Annabelle Ruhland /Maurice Russell /John Ryan /Gerald Ryding
Greg Dvorsak /Harold Eastlund /Lloyd Eastlund /Paul Ebnet /Maymie Ecker /Jerry Eichten /Erin Eiff
Michael Sager /Richard Salmela /Carolyn Sandquist /Roger Sandquist
Pauline Ekvall /Denise Elert /Donald Ellery /Douglas Elliott /June Elmes /Scott Elton /Evelyn Engen
Warren Satterlee /Marian Sawyer /Scenic Sign Corp. /Kristin Schelske
Erik Englebretson /Alice English /Frederic Engman /Oscar Enroth IC. Jeffrey Erdmann /Brian Erickson
Pearl Schenk /Elizabeth Scherfenberg /Steven Schlichting
George Erickson /Marcus Erickson /Mabel Erion /Charlet Ernst /Thomas Eveslage
Elizabeth Schmidt /Lyle Schmidt /Isidore Schmiesing /Kenneth Schmitz
Faculty Wives Bridge Club /Andrew Faith / Anna Fall /Kathryn Farniok /John Faundeen
Elizabeth Schmoker /Christina Schnee /Annette Schneider
Thomas Faxvog /Rhonda Feuerstein /Virginia Fiegel /Ann Filicky /Louis Filippi /James Fischer
Joseph Schneider /Wilfred Schneider /Harley Schroeder
John Fjellanger /Michael Flaherty /Ruth Flesner /Robert Flolid /James Fogo /Sharyn Forbes
Steven Schroepfer /Craig Schulstad /Judith Schulze
Darrell Forster /Mary Foster /J_ohn Frank /William Freudenberg /Darryl Frick /Patricia Fridgen
Alan Schulzetenberg /Dale Schutt /Maybelle Schwartz
Kenton Frohrip /Verna Frounfelter /John Gabler /Stanley Gaffin /Duane Gaida /Donald Ganzer
SCSU Faculty Wives and Women Association /Ann Seeberger
John Gause /Thomas Gavaras /Randy Gaydon /Leroy Geis
Darlene Seehusen /Glen Setterholm /James Seufert /Josephine Sevada
Marvin Gens /Andrew George /Sandra George /Earl Gerard
Betsine Sheggeby /Joanne Sher /William Shimmin
Harold Gerritz /Patrick Giambruno /Mary Gilbertson /John Gillard
Shutterbug Six Hour Photo, Inc. /Leo Siegel /Florence Siegmund
Shannah Gillespie /Phyllis Glaser /Kathleen Gohman /Anna Gorham
Mary Simon /Jean Sinclair /Charles Sjoquist /Bernice Skocpol
Terry Gorham /Stanley Gorski /John Grams /Thomas Grams
John Skolte /Frank Slavin /Beverly Sletten /Kent Small /Ann Smith
Grar:iite City Jobbing Co. Inc. /Granite City Ready Mix, Inc. /John Graves
Richard Smith /Edward Snyder /Janice Sorell /David Sorensen
Dan Griffith /Paul Griffith /Dorothea Griffiths /Bruce Grotte /Edna Grove
Sheryl Sostarich /Harold Spanier /David Spaulding /Evalyn Spring
Bernard Gruenes /Ernest Gunderson /Marilyn Gunnink
Murray Srock /St. Clair's Men's Wear
Yvonne Gustafson /Milton Gustis /Richard Gyllstrom
Pat Berllng, Captain
St. Cloud Area Environmental Council /St. Cloud Hardware, Inc.
W . Evelyn Haarstick /Richard Hageman /Susan Haggberg
Edward Stack /Michael Stang /Philip Stangl /Thomas Stapel
Richard Halbert /Dan Halland /Marie Hallberg /Steven Hanner
Judy Steeber /James Steiner /Carol Steinhagen /Ethel Steinweg i Charles Stevens /James Stinson
Gerald Hannula /Daniel Hansen /Ruth Hansen /David Hanson
Albert Stoffel /Steve Storkamp /Mary Storlie /Judith Strand /William Studer /Eugene Sublett
Jerome Hanson /Joseph Hansol')/William Harazim /Marc Hargraves
Leah Subotnik /Tim Sullivan /Marcia Summers /Sunshine Fund /Lucy Susee /Charles Sutton
Jim Harst_a d /Henry Hartig /Susan-Hartjes-Doherty /Mildred Hartleben
Florence Swanger /Doreen Swanson /Marguerite Sweeny /David Swennes /Hazel Szafranski
Paul Hasenstab /Evelyn Hatcher /Lois Havlicek /Dennis Hayden
Gregory Szczech IT and M Novelty /Twin Cities Chapter, Scientists and Engineers /Allen Tank
Richard Heaney /Henry Hebert /Fern Hedenstrom /Finn Heimdahl
Earle Teas /Donald Teff ITom Teigen /Lillian Teisberg ITenvoorde Motor Co. /Lawrence Terry
Hugo Heimdahl /Lori Heimdahl /Ralph Heimdahl /Evelyn Heinricks
Philip Terry /Kristi Teske /Douglas Tharp /Joan Thayer /Theatre Department, SCSU /Jerome Theisen
Irene Helgen /Karel Helgeson /Duane Henkelman /Ken Henkemeyer
Arthur Thesenvitz /Gary Thompson /Mike Thompson /Cornell Thorson /Robert Thorson
Marlin Henning /Willis Henning /Elizabeth Henry /Ailene Herring
Helen Thronson /Janice Tillman /Patrick, Todora IT omlyano's Pizza /Otto Trampe /John Treacy
Edmund Hibbard /Margaret Hilgart /Ralph Hinkemeyer /Carol Hjerpe
Harriet Trolander /Denny Tufte /Renee Tunheim /United Granite Sales Co. /Everett Vanakin
Harold Hoelsche /Jeffrey Holmberg /Joan Holmes /Charles Holmstrom
Sylvia Varner /Susan Langer-Velishek /Richard Vario /Gregory Vettrus
Peter Holste /Caroline Hopfner /George Horbacz /Jean Horn /John Hotz
Andrew Virden /Bradley Voelz /Donna Vogt /Robert Voigt /Jerry Vos
Warren Telgen Captain
Leif Hougen /Walter Hovey /Richard Howell /John Hurd
Charmeon Voss /Martin Voss /Paul Vranish /Edward Wachutka
'
Marva Hutchens /Donald Hyatt /Effie llstrup /John Ingram /E.W. Ironside
Elizabeth Wagner Thomas Wagner /Gladys Walden
Myriam Ivers /Ruddella Jacobson /Rose Jaeger /Signe Jahoda /Thomas Jakel /Diane Jamison
Waldo's Pizza Joynt /David Walsh /Stephen Warner /James Warren
Edna Jarvis /Kevin Jensen I Andrew Jirik /Thomas Johanneck /Robert Johannes /Florence Johns
David Way /Thomas Webb /Mark Weber /Thomas Weismann
Arthur Johnson /Catherine Johnson /Clark Johnson /Darrell Johnson /Donald Johnson /Duane Johnson
Dennis Wells /James Wenck /Phyllis Werness /Herman Westerberg
Edna Johnson /Genevieve Johnson /Gerald Johnson /Greg D. Johnson /Gregory C. Johnson
Western Publishing Co. /Charles Wheeler /Laura White
Linda Johnson /1.,ouise Johnson /Mabel Johnson /Michael Johnson /Ronald F. Johnson
Eleanor Whitinger /Leon Whitinger /Kenneth Wielinski /Robert Wig
Susan Jacka-Johnson /Lillian Johnston /Larry Jorgensen
Marlowe Wilcox /Robert Wilder /Marilyn Wilhelm /Brian Williams
Richard Jorgensen /Thomas Joseph /Blanche Joyce /Debra Judd
David Williams /Donald Williams /Richard Williams /Jebb Willis
Andrew Jude /Thomas Kaim IArnold Kalla /Bonnie Kamps
Gilbert Willson / Amy Wilson· /Cora Wilson /David Windschitl /Bill Winter
James Kanyusik /Burton Katz /Melvin Kazeck /John Keeler
Susan Wintz /Gayle Wolff /Mark Wolfram /Wolke, Miller and Co.
Michael Keers /John Keller /John Kelly /Kelly Kelzenberg /William Kemp
Grace Woodworth /E. Keith Wright /Jule Wright /Thomas Wyne
B.J. Keppers /Alvin Kem /Stephen Kettells /Patrick Kidder
Richard Young /Ida Youngberg /George Zabee /John Zander
Pauline Kiehle /Darwyn Kietzmann /James Kiffmeyer /Robert Kimball
John Zanot /Roger Zellmer /Loren Zemple /Joseph Zulkosky
Earline King /Gregory Kirchhoff /Dennis Kittler /Larry Klimstra
Gladys Zumbrunnen /Sylvester Zylla.
Eddie Klun /Martha Knudsen IAllan Kodet /Robert Korfhage
Susan Kremer /Don Kringlund /Bradley Krogman /Kathryn Kuitunen
Dorothy Kuske /David Lahren /Marjorie Larimer /Norman Larsen
Lila Larson /Michael Larson /Terri Larson /Alan Laursen /Dale Lauwagie
John Lavander /William Lebum /Regina Lehn /Jerome Lehtola
Eugene Leibel /David Leininger /Louis Leipold /John Leisen
Vernon Leitch /Albert Lenarz /Richard Lennes /Holly Leuer /Leo Lel!ng
David Levine /Nancy Lien /Vivian Lightfoot /Frank Lindell
Dick Bernick, Captain
Freda Lindenberg /Gary Lindquist /James Litch /Richard Long
John Loxterkamp /Tillie Luitjens /Glenn Lund /Myrtle Lunemann
Peter MacGowan /Louise MacGregor /Russell Madsen IAnne Mahoney
Sam Marcella /Roberta Margo /Lorraine Marien I Anne Markfort
Marks Realty /Howard Marquardt /Leonard Martinetto
David Mastroianna /Roberta Mather /William Matter /Richard Mattero
Donna McClelland /Michael McCullough /John McDougall
Kathleen McFarland /Mildred McGonagle /Francis McGuire
Scott Abbey, Captain
Frances McKenzie /Ruth Mclaughlin /Margaret McManus

Thanks to all of you who
made it happen in 1981 !
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Training trainers
Graduate sequence produces
specialists in communication
Once upon a simpler time, new
employees were trained by seasoned
veterans who could not only "show
them the ropes," but also the loops,
knots and frayed ends of life on the
job. The mentors' knowledge was
broad-based, encompassing basic job
skills and procedures as well as tips
forgetting around the boss on a bad
day.
But times most certainly are achanging. Companies are bigger and
more decentralized. Technology is
advancing at a dizzying pace. There is
more computerization, more government regulation , more competition.
The working world in general is more
complex and demanding.
The veteran employee may still
have the key to buttering up the boss,
but oiling the wheels of corporate
advancement is being left, more and
more, to professional communicators.
Helping train the trainers of
tomorrow is the focus of an exciting
new graduate program at SCSU.
Implemented in 1981 as one of three
study tracks within the information
media area, "training/human resource
development" combines education,
public relations, marketing, media
development and personnel administration with human relations skills.
Graduates are specialists in
communicating information in the
most effective, most efficient manner
possible, whether in a governmental
agency, nonprofit organization ,
business firm, or--most often--within
the corporate sector.
"The whole field of training and
development is so new, and includes
so many areas, that even those within
the profession have trouble agreeing
Dr. Dennis Fields
on terminology, " says Dr. Dennis
Fields, professor of learning
resources , "Although the duties might
Electives may be chosen from such
be similar, the job titles assigned to
departments as Psychology, Marketgraduates might be anything from
ing and General Business,
'manager of training ' or 'public
Management and Finance, Business
relations manager' to 'technical
Education and Office Administration,
trainer."'
and Information Media. Students also
Because a trainer's job demands a
serve an 11-week internship about
broad range of professional skills and
midway through their studies.
personal characteristics, appropriate
According to Dr. Steven Koyama,
undergraduate preparation may be
learning resources assistant professor
equally diverse.
and internship coordinator, the field
" People in the training and
experience is one of the most
development track come to us with
challenging and exhilarating compodegrees in teaching, sociology, social
nents of the training and development
work, psychology, mass communicatrack.
tions, speech, library and audiovisual
Internships may soon be arranged
education, marketing, technology and
in states other than Minnesota.
other areas," Fields explains. "Each
"Although students have been placed
case is treated individually. We tailor a
primarily in the Twin Cities and St.
program for each person designed to
Cloud areas so far, out-of-state
'fill in the gaps' with regard to
_ internships could be completed
experience they are lacking."
through a combination of phoned-in
and written reports and evaluations by
The 51-credit program consists of a
company supervisors," Koyama
"core" of courses in research
explains.
methods, systems design, media
Training and development is a
management, human resources
"process" degree program, rather
development, management theory,
than a "content" degree program,
statistics and theories of persuasion.
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If you can come, write. Award-winning
authors Robert Bly and Marcia Chamberlain will be among the professional writers
who will lecture during a Mississippi River
Creative Writing Workshop this summer at
SCSU. Participants will discuss and practice writing poetry and fiction on weekday
afternoons June 14-25 in the Mathematics
and Science Center. Cost is about $60 per
person for three academic credits. For
information, contact workshop director William Meissner in the English Department,
(612) 255-3061 .

training manager.
Because of a nationwide trend
toward professional employee
training--which is both a time- and
money-saver--SCSU graduates in
training and development are "very
employable," according to Fields.
"Calls from employers looking for
graduates or interns exceed our
supply of students, " he says.
In addition, the program has proven
attractive to working people who are
voluntarily or involuntarily facing a
career change.
"The field of training and
development is an excellent area for
the for mer teacher, social worker,
librarian, counselor or salesperson
. who is looking for a challenging , fresh
career experience," Fields concluqes.

Assembly grants
full accreditation
to MBA program

notes Dr. Anthony Schulzetenberg,
also a professor of learning resources.
·"The trainer may or may not be an
expert in the information area being
presented to employees," he says.
"The role of the trainer is more that of
an analyst who determines what kind
of information is to be transmitted,
what vehicle is tile most appropriate,
what sequencing will be most
effective, and what audiovisual
materials should be used."
In the case of readily-understood
information--such as a new company
policy or federal regulation--the trainer
may be the teacher as well. For more
complex information, professional
instructors may be hired. Or that
"veteran employee" who knows the
loops and knots so well may be
supplied with support materials such
as course outlines, resources and
references works, slides, films, graphs
and charts, which may or may not be
produced in-house.
If an advertising agency or media
production unit supplies the visuals,
that contract, too, is handled by the

SCSU's master of business
administration degree program has
been granted full accreditation,
making SCSU one of two Minnesota
institutions to be accredited at both the
undergraduate and graduate level.
The accreditation is valid for five
years .
The granting agency is the
American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB) ,
recognized as the sole accrediting
agency for baccalaureate and
master's degree programs in business
in the United States.
The only other school in Minnesota
similarly accredited is the University of
Minnesota's main campus, according
to Dr. James Marmas, dean of the
College of Business.
AACSB evaluates applicants
according to student admissions
requirements, number and qualifications of faculty, quality and degree of
innovation in program offerings,
degree of financial support,
comprehensiveness and accessibility
of library and resource materials, and
continued adherance to accreditation
standards.
The College of Business presently
has more than 3,500 students enrolled
in, or preparing to enter, its five
undergraduate departments--Accounting, Business Education and
Office Administration, Management
and Finance, Marketing and General
Business, and Quantitative Methods
and Information Systems.
About 130 students are enrolled in
the master's program, which provides
comprehensive training in policy
formulation and implementation, use
of quantitative data and analytical
techniques, interrelation of the
functional areas within business, and
communication skills.
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By TOM MACGILLIVRAY
Executive Director
SCSU Alumni Association
WELCOME ABOARD. The Alumni
Association extends greetings and
best wishes to Dr. Brendan McDonald,
SCSU's new president. We look
forward to his participation in board
meetings and alumni events.
President McDonald is eager to meet
alumni. We will be scheduling
meetings throughout the state and in
other locations to enable him to get
acquainted with as many graduates as
possible. He wants to get your views,
ideas and concerns about the
university. Please contact this office if
you would like to help plan an alumni
reception for President McDonald in
your area.
THANKS. For nearly a year, Dr.
Lowell "Ted" Gillett has served as
SCSU's acting president. We are
indebted to him for the quality of his
leadership during difficult times. His
presence on the Alumni Board was
very helpful. He kept us informed
about the university's fiscal problems
and helped us keep our priorities in
order. We also are grateful to his
charming wife, Ardis, for her
assistance and involvement.
WANTED: BQARD MEMBERS. If
you are interested in serving on the
Alumni Board, write to the Nominating
Committee, Alumni Association, St.
Cloud State University, St. Cloud, MN
56301. Please include background
information. In addition to board
membership, there are alumni
committees in need of members.
Interest areas include young alumni
programming, alumni scholarships,
Homecoming, alumni awards and
alumni sales/marketing. Contact this
office for more information.
ATHLETIC HALL OF FAME. You
can nominate your favorite former
SCSU athlete or coach for the newlyestablished Athletic Hall of Fame. The
first induction ceremony is scheduled
for Saturday, October 2, when the
Huskies hosJ the Mustangs of
Southwest State University. More
information will appear in the fall issue
of Outlook. Nominations are now
being accepted by Noel Olson,
executive director, SCSU Athletic Hall
·of Fame.
LOOKING AHEAD. Alumni Association President John Schulzetenberg,
'68, has appointed two committees to
look into the association's future. Both
will seek answers to two questions:
Are we serving the interests of SCSU?
Are we serving the needs of alumni?
Mary Ditlevson, '79, heads the
committee consisting of alumni living
in and near the Twin Cities. Ron

(

(

Planning committee members propose a toast to the 25th

Cloud, will be master of ceremonies. For Information, contact

anniversary reunion of the class of 1957 scheduled for

Alumni Services. Pictured, from left, are: Bob Kimball, Lor-

Homecoming weekend, Oct. 29-31. Members of the classes of
1956 and 1958 also are Invited to attend. Jerry Hayenga, St.

ralne Cavanaugh Hornlbrook (chairperson), Vonnie Keck
Olson, Lloyd Olson, Eloise Petersen MIiier and Roy Humbert.

Klaphake, '67, chairs the committee
consisting of St. Cloud area alumni.
Please call or write either chairperson
or this office if you have suggestions
for these committees.
IDEAS. We are not just thinking about
the future. We are doing something
about it. Your board is considering
·several proposals: A College of
Business alumni directory, an
expanded alumni travel program for
the summer of 1983, a series of
receptions/dinners to help out-of-state
alumni meet the new SCSU president,
an all-Greek reunion in 1983, and
more. Your response and participation
are crucial to the success of any of
these programs. Let us know how we
can interest and involve you .
DON'T DISAPPEAR! Please keep us informed about address changes. We
now have 31,249 alumni on our
mailing list, living in every county in
Minnesota, every state in the union
and more than 30 other countries. It's
a formidable task to keep that list
current and accurate! We rely on you
to keep us posted as you move. Along
with your address change, we invite
you to send a classnote and a blackand-white photo. Readers of Outlook
are interested in what alumni are
doing.

New alumni group
invites members
SCSU mass communications graduates living in the Twin Cities
metropolitan area have formed an
alumni constituent group called
Communicators Plus.
Organized early this spring, the club

held its first meeting May 18 at the
Fort Snelling Employees Club in St.
Paul. The next get-together will be a
softball game and picnic sometime in
June. Monthly meetings are planned.
"It's a network to help individuals
keep in touch with those in their field ,"
explains co-chairperson Maggie
Philbrook. "We talk about our work,
job opportunities and new developments in the communications
industry."
"We invite interested alumni to
attend the meetings and bring their
spouses and friends," adds co- chairperson Sheila Fischer.
For more information about
Communicators Plus, write to Box
8853, St. Paul, MN 55110 or contact
SCSU Alumni Services.

Former teammates·
plan July reunion
Organized in 1972, a team named
"Totally Useless" had a lot of fun
participating in SCSU's intramural
sports program. This summer the
team members will relive those good
times at a ten-year reunion in St.
Cloud over the July 4 weekend.
Four persons may be contacted for
more information:
Al " Big K" Krystosek or Linda
Madsen Krystosek, 672 2nd Ave.
N.W., New Brighton, ~N 55112
(phone 612-636-1028)
Craig " Hossface" Hendley, 4004
Foos Road , #101, Minneapolis, MN
55421 (phone612-781-1439)
Sara McConn, 8()15 36th Ave. N. ,
New Hope, MN 55428 (phone 612545-8531 ).
Other alumni interested in planning
special group reunions may contact
Alumni Services.

JUNE 12-JULY 18
Alumni tours to England, Scotland,
Wales, Germany and France. Inquire
now about summer 1983 alumni tours.
JULY3-4
Ten-year reunion for members of
former intramural team, "Totally
Useless." Contact Al "Big K"
Krystosek or Linda Madsen
Krystosek, 672 2nd Ave. N.W., New
Brighton, MN 55112 (phone 612-636- .
1028).
JULY31
Nomination deadline for Outstanding
Young Alumni Award. Nominees must
be under 36 years old.
SEPTEMBER 25
Football at Mankato. Pre-game Husky
Huddle before evening game.
Location to be announced. Parents of
players welcome. Reservations
required.

l

OCTOBER2
tiall of Fame Induction Ceremony,
Football, Huskies vs. Southwest State
University Mustangs, 1 :30 p.m. , Selke
Field.

l

i

OCTOBER21
SCSU Booth, Minnesota Education
Association Convention, Minneapolis
Auditorium .
OCTOBER30
Homecoming 1982. Alumni Awards
Luncheon. Alumni/Student/Faculty
Reception and Dance. Headquarters:
St. Cloud Holiday Inn. Class
Reunions: 1957 (25 years) , 1947 (35
years), 1942 (40 years).

r
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Off to a good start. More than 2,000
students and their parents are expected to
attend orientation sessions for new students July 29-30 and Aug. 2-6 at SCSU.
Each one-day program will open wi_
th a
welcome by the president and helpful hints
by faculty members and a_dministrators.
Representatives from Academic Affairs,
Admissions and Student Life and Development will be available to answer questions.
In the afternoon, students will meet with
advisers to plan programs and schedule
fall courses.

A tough act to follow. Brenda Mann Harrison has been_ named
SCSU's 1982 outstanding journalism graduate. The award 1s made
annually on the basis of scholarship, ~hara~er ~nd com~te~. to
perform journalistic tasks. A news-editorial ma1or with a creative wntmg
minor Harrison has been employed the past four summers at the
Luver~e Star-Herald. A feature she wrote for the Star-Herald in 1980
received first place awards from both the Mi~n~sota Newspaper
Association and the National Newspaper Assoc1at1on. She and her
husband Mark, co-authored a book about the British, Portrait of a
People, ~fter returning from SCSU's 1980-~1 British St~dies Program.
Harrison has received two SCSU scholarships and a Minnesota Press
Club scholarship. She is a member of Phi Kappa Phi, national honor
society. In her spare time, she has edited two magazines.

1918-1964
KATHLEEN SCOFIELD DEMMON, '18, Staples, is active at 86.
She is involved in her church and travels throughout the United
States and Canada ... ROSE M. VOSSEN JAEGER, '31, is
retired, but continues to be a substitute teacher in Downey,
CA ... GLADYS HAUG PETERSON, '33, resides in Denver,
CO ...MURREL E. SANDHOLM, '50, is retired and living in
Darwin ... ROBERT NORDLIE, '52, is a professor of
biochemistry at the University of North Dakota ... DON KENT
GIBSON, '55, Coon Rapids, teaches mathematics for
Independent School District 728, Elk River .. .JERRY E.
HARRINGTON, '55, lives in Scottsdale, AZ ... JENNIE F.
MESTNIK AHO, '56, is a homemaker and retired librarian living
in Floodwood .. .EDWARD J. CARROLL, '57, is revenue service
representative at the US Embassy in Tokyo, Japan ...~AR_IE
SMITHWALLS, '57, is living in Minl'l8apolis after teaching in St.
Louis Park and such far-flung places as Bad Nauheim and
Wiesbaden, West Germany; Tripoli, North Africa; and
Okinawa ...CLAYTON C. HIGHUM, '60, Normal, IL, is director of
libraries at Illinois Wesleyan University. He is a member of the
Read Illinois Advisory Committee, which promotes Illinois
authors and the state's literary heritage ...PATRICIA LEDIN
DUNNING, '60, Thief River Falls, has exhibited her painting~ at
Northland Community College ... DENNIS M. RINGSMUTH, 61 ,
an investment broker for Dain Bosworth, Inc., St. Cloud, has
received the President's Council Award for investment
brokers .. .ANTHONY SCHULZETENBERG, '63, has been
honored by Phi Delta Kappa, professional eduC8;tion frater11ity,
for editing an outstanding chapter newsletter during 1980-81 .
Schulzetenberg is professor of Learning Resources and Library
and Audiovisual Education at scsu ... CAROL E. COOK
MARXEN, '64, is an elementary teacher for Independent
School District 803, Wheaton ... KAREN ARNTZEN
BERGMANN, '64, is substitute teaching for the Dassel-Cokato
School District ... JAMES B. SCHOENER, '64, is retired from the
US Air Force and living in Millbrook, AL.ROBERT G. RIGGS ,
Hopkins, is vice president of finance and administration for

Drag Specialties, Inc., Minnetonka .. .ROGER A. LOHMANN,
'64, has been appointed to the Charles H. Cooley Award .
Committe of the Society for the Study of Symbolic lnteract1on.
Lohmann is associate professor of social work at West
Virginia University.

We remember ...
Dr. Mary Scharf, SCSU psychology

professor from 1952 to 1975, died
Jan. 31.
The deaths of ten SCSU alumni
also have been reported. The year
listed is the graduation year.
1908

Vivian McPeek Bay, Ft.

1932

Velma Frances Holldorf,

Monticello
1945

Ill

Alumni Association, St. Cloud State University
This annual award recognizes young alumni, 35
y8ars old or under, who have distinguished
themselves in their work or in their communities. Professional achievement, volunteer
service and contributions to SCSU will be considered.

Helen Rydberg, Duluth
Mary Oloughlin Eddy,

Brownton
1953

Name of Nominee'- - - - - - - - -- -- - - , - - - -- Address---- -- - - -~ - - - - - - - - - -

Marie Specht Stoltz, Glen-

wood
1949
1952

1970-1975

OUTSTANDING YOUNG ALUMNI AWARD

Ella Curley Vasaly, Minne-

Wayne, IN

HARRY HOELSCHER, '65, St. Cloud, is associate vice
president and i_nvestment officer with Dain Bosworth,
lnc ... ROBERT J. WEDL, '66, Minneapolis, is manager of the
Monitoring Office in the Special and Compensatory Education
Division of the State Department of Education in St.
Paul...DAVID RICHARD MATTSON, '66, is an artist and writer
living in Minneapolis ... GREGORY J. ANDERSON, '66, is
secretary of the Society for Economic Botany, an organization
founded to encourage plant research . An associate proi CJssor of
botany at the University of Connecticut, Anderson has received
the George R. Cooley Award for an outstanding paper
presented to the American Society of Plant
Taxonomists ... WELDONT. GRAUPMANN, '67, and BARBARA
ANDERSON GRAUPMANN, '72, live in Puyallup, WA. He is a
major in the US Army stationed at Fort Lewis, WA. .. PATTY
HOPKINS-ACOS, '67, is a speech pathologist living in
Carpinteria, CA. .. STEVEN A. RINGSRUD, '67, Frankfort, IL, is
a training and communications supervisor ...PAMELA W.
HANSON, '67, Minneapolis, received a master's degree in
secondary education from the University of Minnesota and is a
reading research teacher for North St. Paul-MaplewoodOakdale schools .. .JUDY ROHDE CARLSON, '68, Stillwater, is
a teacher for North St. Paul-Maplewood-Oakdale
schools ... MARCIAK. HAYMOND, '68, is a research analyst for
International Multifoods Corp., Minneapolis .. .JOANNE EILERS
HILDT, '68, Bloomington, IL, is the owner of Hildt and
Associates, a marketing consulting company. She is director of
the Chicago Ar9a Marketing Directors' Association, a board
member of the College of DuPage Retail Merchandising
Department and a board member of Women in Ma_nagement.
She also is a commissioner of the village of Bloomingdale ...
RICHARD A LARSON, '68, has been re-elected board
president of the Minnesota Teachers Retirement Association.
Larson is employed at Fridley Junior High School...JAMES R.
OXBERRY, '69, is an environmental engineer at Reserve
Mining Co., Silver Bay .. .KEN BLATTNER, '69, St. Joseph, is a
systems analyst for D.H. Blattner and Sons, Inc.,
Avon ... ANTHONY M. SCHELONKA, '69, Brooklyn Park, is a
manager at Ernst and Whinney, Minneapolis ...LEON
SOLBERG, '69, is a cabinetmaker in Pompano Beach,
FL .DONALD HOUGER, '69, owns a roofing and insulation

~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1

apolis
1924

company in Woodland Park, CO ... JAMES G. MARSHALL, '69,
Minneapolis, is a training and education manager for the
Anderson Cornelius Co. , Eden Prairie ... FRANCIS J.
KALVODA, '69, '72, teaches BASIC Computer Programming
and Algebra II at Willmar Senior High School. ..HARRY ~OR!E,
'69 is a counselor in Denmark, WI...DALE .C. ARNOLD, 69, IS
sal~s training manager of Norwich-Eaton Pharmaceuticals,
Norwich, NY ... MICHAEL P. GIMPL, '69,is a psychologist at
Willmar State Hospital.

1965-1969

City

State

Zip

Nominated by: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Francis N. Kegler, Plum City,

WI
1953

Helen Swanson Pepin,

Minneapolis
1972
1974

Bruce Reberg, Staples
Bentley Young Brooks, Red

Wing
14

(Address)

Deadline for nominations is July 31 . Supporting information is
requested. Mail to: Alumni Awards Committee, Alumni House,
SCSU, St. Cloud, MN 56301.

SANDY LOVEN BOGART, '70, is a legal assistant for Hoolihan
and Neils law firm, St. Cloud ... BARBARA B. BOLIN GUY, '70, is
a portrait photogr-apher who owns a
photography business in Rantoul,
IL.RICHARDT. CALLINAN, '70, Arden
Hills, is sales manager for Gelco Corp.,
Minneapolis .. .ROYCE N. NIES, '71 , Is
i associate vice president and investment
officer for Dain Bosworth .Inc., St.
Cloud ... LEANN WEISBRICH, '71 , St.
Cloud, is a personnel assistant at St.
Regis Paper Co., Sartell...STEPHEN C.
Barbara Bolin Guy KETTELLS, '72, Richmond , VA, is a
division manager for Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp., ...PHILIP
HOLBROOK, '73, St. Cloud, is territory manager for Purex
Corp., Carson, CA. .. SEAN MICHAEL, '73 and KATHY
FELLMAN MICHAEL, '73, live in Rayville, MO... DUANE
OTREMBA, '73, St. Cloud, is employed by First American
National Bank as marketing officer for advertising and
training ... STEVE HALSEY, '73, is an attorney and a member of
the Anoka City Council. His wife, PATTI HOLZEM HALSEY,
'73 teaches in Anoka-Hennepin District IL.JEFF M.
MARKHAM '73 is a self-employed manufacturers' agent in
Columbus, OH ..'.PATRICIA WALLENBERG SNE~L. '73 is
employed part-time and is interested in ballet and J~ dance.
She lives in St. Croix Falls, WI ... DENNIS JOHNSON, 74,
Branford, CT, was recently appointed director of health for the
East Shore Health District, New Haven, CT.. .DANEL R.
KERNS '74 is an instrumental music teacher in Big Lake. He
and his ~ife,' BEVERLY PIEPKORN KERNS,'74, a retired
secretary, own and operate a business developmen~
.
company ... LEE MANSKE, '74, is an assist~nt botanist doing
grassland research at the Dickinson Experiment for Brown
·
BoveriTurbodyneCorp ... DAVIDT.
QUAYLE, '75, is employed at Minnesota
Correctional Facility-St. Cloud ... FREDRICK HERGES, '75, and SUSAN
SENN HERGES, '74, live in St. Cloud.
He is manager of Harges Realty ...
CAROL FOLSOM-MAUL, '75 is a fifth
grade teacher in Wichita, KS ... PAULETTE HOVI, '75, is a radio
communications representative for
Paulette Hovi
Motorola Communications and Electronics Inc., St. Peter.

1976-1979
MICHAELA. TRIPP, '76, owns Budget Miilwork and Supply,
Alexandria .. .WILLIAM DEAN ROERING , '76, '80, is a
marketing and management instructor at SCSU. He also
teaches at the College of St. Benedict and St. John's
University .. .MARY K. STRIEGEL, 'n , Robbinsdale, is a
keyliner at Japs-Olson Printing Co .... PATRICE A. HOFFMAN
HALTON, •n, is a homemaker in Allentown, PA ... ROBERT M.
GRASSLIN,
is administrative aide to the mayor of St.
Cloud ... CHERYLJ. NAMYST, •n , Minneapolis, is associate
national bank examiner for the US Treasury
Department...JOSEPH LEE ARTHURS, 'n, is a pipefitter and
welder for F.H. Bathke Co., Hibbing ...CANDACE CLEMENT,
is a private consultant for the renovation of Victorian ho,:nes
in St. Paul. ..TOMBRABEC, 'n, istheownerofT & MAthlet1cs,
Willow River...VICKI LYNN WALL LEE, 'n, is a homemaker
living in Havelock, NC ...CYNTHIA LYSNE MANDEL, 'n, is an
intern at Texas Chiropractic Clinic, Alvin, TX .. .SANDRA A.

·n,

·n,

Old news. A seminar on the physical and
psychological aspects of aging is scheduled for June 10-11 at SCSU. Guest
speaker will be Dr. Robert Butler, director
of the National Institute on Aging and
author of a Pulitzer Prize-winning book,
Why Survival? Being Old in America. A
$40 seminar fee includes materials and
meals. Registrations are requested by
June 4. For information, contact the Center
for Continuing Studies, (612) 255-3081.

Sold out. Both sessions of SCSU's summer Elderhostel program are filled. Participants 60 years old and older from several
states will travel to the campus Aug. 1-7
and 15-21 to learn about architecture,
personal computers, energy concerns, pioneer life, biomedical ethics and the German language. Like younger students,
they will live in residence halls and get
involved in campus and community activities. SCSU is one of 23 Minnesota colleges and universities involved in Elderhostel.

1980

(1976-79 continued)
HAAF BRENDAN, '77, Maple Grove, is assistant corporation
training director for Donaldson's, Minneapolis ... KEVIN VANCE,
'77, is executive secretary for the Rum River Citizens' League,
Princeton ... MARY KAY SIMON, '77, is audio-visual creative
services supervisor for 3M Corp., St. Paul...DALE ERVIN
MAUL, '77, is a graduate student at Wichita State University,
KS ... DAVID " PHRED" BAKER, '77, Columbia Heights, is an
account executive for WCCO-TV, Minneapolis ... SARA
McCONN, '78, New Hope, is community development
coordinator for the city of Plymouth .. .JAMES ZAWACKI, '78, is
a correctional counselor at Minnesota Correctional Facility-St.
Cloud ... STEVE APPLEN, '78, is a film producer and director for
am Studios Ltd., Minneapolis ... MICHAEL LOFTUS, '78, St.
Louis Park, is training and resources development "!lanager for
Perkins Restaurant, Bloomington ... NANCY ANN KLOBE
ELLEFSON, '78, is a homemaker in Greenville, SC ... MICHAEL
JAMES SWEENEY, '78, and SANDRA LYNN JACKSON
SWEENEY, '78, live in Shoreview. He is an assistant actuary
forMSI Insurance, Arden Hills .. .WAYNE WOLF, '78, St. Paul, is
a personnel director ... GREG D. JOHNSON, '78, Excelsior, is
enrolled in the evening MBA program at the University of
Minnesota ... SUSAN K. SOINE, '78, lives in Minot, ND ... JILL
ADOLPHSON , '78, is a staffing and communications specialist
for Fairview Community Hospitals, Minneapolis ... CURT LAINE,
'78, and MARGARET PHILBROOK LAINE, '80, live in St. Paul.
He is employed at Honeywell and she is a free-lance writer ...
ELIZABETH DIANE SHIVERS VOGELER , '78, is a wife and
mother living in Eagle River, AK ... PAMELA M. SODERBERG,
'78, Crystal, is an accountant...STEPHEN McKENZIE, '78, is an
artist in Philadelphia, PA ... ANN L. ANNAS BLATINER, '79, St.
Joseph, is an advertising assistant for the Liturgical Press, St.
John's University, Collegeville ... CHUCK JESSEN, '79, is an
advertising account executive for Doyle Dane Bernbach, San
Francisco, CA .. .GREGORY JOHN REGNIER, '79, Portland,
OR, is a software engineer for Floating Point Systems, Inc.,
Beaverton, OR. .. TODD F. GABRIELSON, '79, New Hope, is a
rehabilitationcounselor ... THOMAS M. BISSEN, '79, is an
engineering administrator with Honeywell Defense Systems.
He also is attending the University of Minnesota ... KAREN
MARGARET DOBRATZ, '79, is a physical education and health
teacher for Eden Prairie School District... SUSAN KATHRINE
ETTESTAD HOPPE, '79, Roseville, is a management trainee
for Target Stores, St. Paul. .. DAVID LEE OLSON, '79, '81 , isan
assistant planner for Austin/Mower Co. Planning ... PETER
MICHAEL JORGENSON, '79, is a first-year dental student at
the University of Minnesota .. COLLEEN GARTLUND, '79,
Virginia, is employed by Independent School District
706 ... Nancy Jinx Gabbert, '79, is a medical technologist at the
Veterans Administration Hospital in Portland, OR. .. GWEN M.
BROICH, '79, is the lead auditor for the First Trust Co., St.
Paul...MICHELLE KUNZ, '79, Minneapolis, is publications and
production specialist for Perkins Restaurant, Bloomington .. .KATHLEEN KLOUSER TOENJES, '79, Duluth, was listed
in the 1981 edition of Outstanding Young Women of America.

ROBERT J. MESSER, Anoka, is assistant vice president in the
installment loan department of First Bank, Coon Rapids ...
PATTI ALLEN GARTLAND is financial aids director and
placement representative at St. Cloud Business College ...
GREGORY D. PETERSON is a physical education teacher and
coaches ninth grade soccer in Eden Prairie ... SHEILA
FISCHER, Minneapolis, is a public relations assistant for
Carlson Companies, lnc .. .CHRISTINE COLVIN teaches in the
Anoka-Hennepin School District .. .PEGGY LARSON is director
of the Community Education Office for the city of Benson and
School District 777 ... PAUL L. HENDRICKSON, Audubon,
teaches science at Frazee High School. .. GREGG 0 .
CARIOLANO, Fridley, is a financial analyst for Bemis Co.,
Minneapolis ... TERESA WILDER, Minnetonka, is a
management trainee with Braun's Fashions, lnc ... MARY
KATHERINE SUNDERMAN-ANDERS, Minneapolis, is a sales
representative for Dollars and Sense magazine, Brooklyn
Park ... MICHAEL CLANCY, Sauk Rapids, is a sales
representative for Mason Publishing Co., St. Paul. ..
ELIZABETH M. FISCHER, Bloomington, is a chemical
engineering technician for the Henkel Corp. , Minneapolis ...
MARY JO YUTRZENKA, Bloomington, is a sales tepresentative for Lesher-Leighton Printing Co. , Minneapolis.

1981
COLLEEN M. REINERT, Wayzata, is employed by Cargill , Inc.,
as audit assistant for internal audits, Minneapolis ... HOLLY
HOLLER, Sauk Rapids, is an evening instructor at the St. Cloud
Business College ... ROSE M. HAFFNER, Farmington, is a
secretary for Central Telephone Co., Burnsville .. .DIANE MARY
RAU BOSL, St. Cloud, is a special education teacher at Little
Falls Community High School...SCOTT RICHARD MASON, St.
Louis Park, is an accountant for Myers, Baune, Dosen,
Kuitunen and Co., certified public accountant firm,
Minneapolis ... PATRICIACARR LUTTERMAN, Alexandria, is
employed as a secretary by Douglas County Insurance
Agency .. .KEVIN STANEK is an instructor at Albany Area High
School...PATRICIAA. SCHAFFER is employed by Prospect
Park Health Center as a recreation aide and driver,
Minneapolis ... THOMAS A. HAWKINS, Sherburn, is a car
dealer ... MARY C. GEHLEN, Richfield, is employed by
Donaldson's, Minneapolis, in retail managernent...SHERYLLYN HERRICK, Roseville, is a student at Brown Institute and
works part-time as a programmer for Cedar Consultants,
Minneapolis ... BRAD ERICKSON, Angora, is employee
relations supervisor for Potlatch Corp., Cook ... BRIAN K.
OLTMAN, Alexandria, is program director of Luther Crest Bible
Camp .. .LYNN BORGEN ESTUESTA lives in New Brighton ...
ERIK THINGHOLM KRISTOFFERSON is studying building
technology and structural engineering at the University of
Aalborg, Denmark ... JANE M. BESTE, Bloomington, is program
administrator for Business Incentives, Minneapolis ...

Association offers graduation plaques
Interested alumni may order graduation plaques from the SCSU Alumni Association. The wood plaques
feature a burnished metal photoengraving of Centennial Hall, the Learning Resources Center, and an
inscription with the graduate's name, degree and year of graduation. The cost is $29.95 postpaid. Make
check payable to SCSU Alumni Association. Use the order blank below.

ALUMNI GRADUATION PLAQUE
Name of alumnus :

DONALD PRIBYL, Maple Lake.is production supervisor at
Opportunity Workshop, Golden Valley .. .DEBRA SCHROM is
employed by Honeywell Defense Systems as a writer and
producer in the division of FilmNideo Services ... DORIS IRENE
PORISCH, Madison, teaches vocal music to students in all 12
grades ... SUSAN A. WAHL is a junior implementation specialist
for Computer Concepts and Services, Inc., St. Cloud. She also
is vice chairperson of the SCSU Athletic Hall of Fame Board ...

The Post Office charges SCSU 25 cents for
each Outlook returned because of a
change of address. You can help us reduce malling expenses by sending Alumni

Services your new address when moving.
Just make the necessary corrections on
the malling label attached to your copy
and return it to Alumni Services. Thanks!
BECKY BOUMA, New Brighton, is director of intramural and
recreational sports at Macalester College ... PAUL JAMES
HANSON, St. Paul, is a research assistant...LINDA KAYE
SNOUFFER is employed by Midwest Health Center for Women
as a reproductive health counselor ... MARILYN S. PIERCE is an
employee of Tuxedo Junction, Corpus Christi , TX ... THOMAS A.
JANOCHOSKI, Robbinsdale, is an auditor for Ernest and
Whinney Company in Minneapolis ... JULIE OLSON, Morris, is a
teacher in Cyrus ... RUTH A. FINK, Northome, is a teacher of the
trainable mentally retarded ...CHERYL MADSON, Hopkins, is a
systems support an~lyst in the data processing department of
Cargill, lnc ... SUSAN J. THORSBAKKEN, Richfield, is a
business analyst for Dun and Bradstreet, lnc ...DAVE
SCHWINGHAMMER, Rice, is a teacher in Sartell. .. RON
PETZOLDT and CHRIS WALBERG PETZOLDT live in
Orlando, FL.MARK HOVDE is a night manager in Houston,
TX ... SUSAN KUYAVA, St. Cloud, is a business teacher in
Holdingford ... RUSSELL KONRAD is an instrumental music
teacher in the Pine River public schools ... DIANE FRIZZELL,
Glendale, AZ, holds a management position in K-Mart Discount
Stores in Phoenix .. . CHARLES ROBERT WELLER, Hop~ins, is
a custodian for Eden Prairie public schools ... LYNDA
MARSHALL, Little Canada, is employed by Merrill Lynch Pierce
Fenner and Smith, Inc., in St. Paul...JANE SCHUTZ is
employed at International Hostel in Washington,
DC .. .MARGARET WOLTEA, St. Cloud, is a youth minister for
Sacred Heart Church in Sauk Rapids ... STEVEN ARTHUR
BRUNNER, St. Cloud, is a supervisor for Stearns Manufacturing Company ... VICTORIA SCHULTE, Sauk Rapids, is married
to Thomas Treb. She is employed by Red Owl Super Markets ...
NANCY JO TENNESSEN, New Brighton, is a systems
programmer for Control Data Corporation in Roseville ... .
CAROL CHRISTIANSON SMITH, Grand Forks, ND, is a
special education teacher in Crookston ... LORIA A. NELSON,
Rochester, is a government auditor ... SUSAN BJORGE is an
analytical chemist for Freeport Roller Mills .. .GARY DAVIS is
employed in the quality control division of Stearns
Manufacturing Company in Sauk Rapids ... KEVIN JEPSON,
Monticello, is employed by Northern States Power Company.

......

Watchabeendoin?
Your former classmates would like to read about you
in the Classnotes section of the next Outlook. This
coupon makes it easy. Good quality close-up blackand-white photos also are requested.
My news _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(First)

(Maiden)

(Last)

(Grad. Year)

Mail plaque to:
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Class __

Address

(If applicable, please include maiden name)

State ____ Zip ___

City

Phone# (

) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Social Security Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone
for
$
(amount enclosed)

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
plaques.
(number)

Return order form to : Alumni Services, St. Cloud State
University, St. Cloud, MN 56301. Allow four weeks for
delivery.

State

Zip

·Mall the coupon to Alumni Services, St. Cloud
State University, St. Cloud, MN 56301. Phone:
(612) 255-4241.
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Address correction requested

Canoe races on Lake George were part
of the fun and games of Greek Week in
May-a traditional welcome to spring
after a long winter. SCSU's fraternities
and sororities sponsored the annual
festival, which also included "chariot"
races, talent show, frisbee tournament
and pie-eating contest. Talent show
proceeds went to the Minnesota Special Olympics. "We wanted people to
have a good time whlle learning more
about the Greek system," said Greek
Week chairperson Janelle Morlock,
sophomore from St. Louis Park.
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